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PEACE

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 2, 1902

ALBUQUERQUE,

a

LAST

Terms Agreed

Upon

in Africa.
An Interstate Commerce

De-

cision.

the occasion to inject into his eulogy
of McKlnley a high class stump
speech.
The resolution was adopted
by I
I
to 4G.
Oregon Election.
Portland. Ore., June 2.

FULLY

JIED

UP.

Showery

weather prevails today over the entire
state west of the Cascade mountains,
though it Is believed only a few were
prevented by the weather from voting
at today's election. In eastern Oregon
clear weather prevails and almost the
entire registered vote is expected to be
polled in that section. Interest in this
city centers almost entirely in the governorship and mayoralty.

The Firemen Generally
Obeyed the Order.
Ninety-Fiv-

e

Per Cent Went
Out.

TO BE MARRIED.
Alleged Statesmen Object to Thanking the Secretary of State.
THE OREGON

ELECTION.

London, June 2. In the house of
commons today Leader Balfour announced the terms of peace in South
Africa as follows:
The burgher forces lay down all
arms, hand over all rifles, guns and
munitions of war in their possession
or under thejr control. All prisoners
are to be brought back as soon as possible to South Africa without loss of
liberty or property. No action will be

taken against the prisoners except
when there are breaches of the rules
of war. Dutch is to be taught in the
schools, if desired by parents, and
used In the courts, if necessary. Hifles
will be allowed for protection. Military occupation will be withdrawn as
soon as possible and
substituted. There will be no tax on
the Transvaal to pay the cost of the
war. Ine sum of 3,00. ,000 sterling will
be provided for restocking the Boer
farms. The rebels are liable to trial,
according to the law of the colony to
which they belong and the rank and
file will be disfranchised for life. 'I he
duties of the penalty will not be in-

flicted.
With the exception of Ireland, practically the whole of the United Kingdom is making a holiday today in hon-o- r
of the conclusion of peace in South
Africa.
The tone of King Edward's
message to the people and the absence
therein of any note of exultation seems
however, to have set a good example

and while giving fervent expression to
showing small desire to crow over
their late enemies.
Joseph H. Choate and all members
of the embassy were present. Telegrams from all parts of the provinces
testify to the extreme joy felt by all
classes of business at the conclusioo
of the
The Pope Joyful.
Rome. June 2. On receipt of the
news of the conclusion of peace in
South Africa, the pope expressed his
joy. adding:
"I hope to close my eyes on a world
wide peace."

their own satisfaction, the British are

.

Tyroter
Freda Barth Almost a Unanimous Response to
This Evening.
President Mitchel's Order.
Dr. A. Tyroler, a well known and
popular young physician and surgeon
of Williams, Arizona,, and Miss Freda
BOSSES DECLINED.
Barth, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nathan Barth, of this city, will be united In the holy bonds of wedlock this
Wllkesbarre, Pa., June 2. Reporta
evening at the handsome home of the from
the region surrounding Wilkea-barrBarths on North Sixth street, corner
show the entire Wyoming disof Roma avenue, the nuptial knot to be
is
extremely quiet. The coal comtrict
Bonheira,
by
who
Rabbi
arrived
tied
panies say nearly ail colliery pumps
with his wife from Las Vegas last are
in operation. The firemen genernight. Folowing the marriage cereobeyed the strike order. Many
mony, there will be a reception to the ally
pumpmen
also remained
happy couple at the home of the orlde's away fromand engineers
mines, but in most inparents, and then Mr. and Mrs. Tyroler stances the the
companies report they are
will take the passenger train for southto man their machinery.
ern California and other Pacific coast able
noon President Mitchell issued
cities. In advance. The Citizen ex- theAtfollowing
statement:
tends congratulations.
"Reports received from every impormining community indicate where
Rev. Merton Smith and children and tant
day has not been conthe
Miss Augustine, accompanied by Rev, ceded
fully 80 per cent of the firemen,
J. W. Marsh will leave on passenger pumpmen and engineers have
ceased
No. 8 tonight.
Rev. Smith has done work. The number will be materially
some good work while in the
increased tomorrow. In some sections
the mine foremen positively declined
to perform the work of engineers, fireERUPTION IN ALASKA.
men or pumpers. In some places firemen manned the pumps and clerks
also have been required to perform
A perfect army of irrelabor.
One Volcano Was in Action for About this
sponsible men have been employed by
the coal companies to act as coal and
Ten Minutes
iron policemen, The services of these
men are unnecessary and their presence is unwarranted. There has been
A THRILLING ACCOUNT.
no violations by the mine workers and
I am sanguine there will be no over-tacon the part of the strikers."
Seattle, Wash., June 2. A special to
NEARLY ALL QUIT.
the Times from Skagway under date of
May 28. says:
Accounts of a r.:nst' thrilling nature Ninety-fivthe Men Went
Per Cent of
regarding the volcanic action in the
"
Out- .supposed harmless mountain of Alaska
2. At least 95
Shamokln,
June
Pa..
were brought to this city by J. C.
pumpmen, firemen and
this afternoon. Seven weeks per cent of the
ago a slight earthquake shock was engineers of nineteen collieries within
radius of twelve miles of this place
felt in all parts of Alaska and until to- atoday
for an
went on
day the phenomenon remained unex- work ciay. The strike
positions were filled by
plained. McFarland, who is a geolo- company
hands, principally
gist, happened to be within a few miles
of strikRather than take the
of Mount Blackburn. The story is best ers,
resigned.
of
a
numlr
language:
told in McFarland's
leaders say they are highly
"On April 11. alout 7:30 in the morn- The strikeover
the situation. Officials
ing, I was just packing my. cooking gratified companies
declare they are
coal
of
sudup
when the air about me
utensils
enough
men are found to
pleased
that
denly became oppressed with a distinct keep up
steam in most of the fire
and uncommon silence. I was, I should rooms.
The intention of the strikers
Judge, alout ten miles from the base
hours is to
the next twenty-fouof Mount Blackburn, in southeastern within
to quit
Alaska, not far from the starting point persuade the men now at workabsolute.
order to make the
of the glacier which, as it rears its face in
guarded any of the local
on the north of tne Pacific ocean, is No policemen
today and the strikers recalled Muir glacier. Suddenly the earth collieries
beneath my feet shook and a low rum- main away from the mines.
bling sound accompanied the quaking.
ALMOST UNANIMOUS.
I glanced up at Mount Blackburn. Suddenly it seemed as if the peak had
Men Were on Hand to Fill
opened and points burst out. A cloud
Places.
of ashes and smoke shot into the air
several hundred feet and then there
Hazleton, Pa., June 2. There ' has
seemd to flow from the opening in the been almost unanimous response to the
top a stream of dirty stuff mixed with Hazleton district engineers, firemen
large and small boulders. This only and pump runners' strike order of the
continued for about ten minutes and executive board of the United Mine
then ceased as suddenly as it had be- Workers. All companies whose men
gun. The air cleared and then nature deserted their posts promptly filled
men
seemed again to wear her cheery their places with
smile."
brought here from Philadelphia, and
their agents say the operation of
Promotions at Shops.
pumps will not be interfered with by
The colliery
James Boyce, a well known
reason of the strike.
of the local shops, has been clerks who refused today to take
promoted to be assistant foreman of charge of the fires or pumps were
the boiler shops, vice James Morrlssey, discharged.
who is now the foreman. Martin
Bosses Refused.
was advanced to be the assistant
Pottsville. Pa., June 2 The bosses
machine foreman of the same departrefused to take the places of striking
ment.
engineers, firemen and pumpmen in
Funeral of Mrs, Larnard.
the Shenandoah district today and the
The funeral of Mrs. E. B. Lardard machinery for taking water is at a
took place at the residence of the be- standstill as a consequence.
reaved parents, Mr. and W. P. Fox.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
No. 505 South Third street, yesterday
afternoon and was largely attended by
Mrs.
Scott Knight left this morning
friends of the family. Rev. Renlso!.
exof the St. John's Episcopal church, con- for Oswego, N. Y., where she
few months visiting
ducted the services, after which the pects to spendanda relatives.
funeral cortege moved to Fairview with friends
Passenger No. 22 from the' south
cemetery, where the last sad rites were
paid to the memory of the deceased was one hour and fifteen minutes late
The floral offerings were very beautiful this morning, caused by delayed trains
on the Mexican Central.
and appropriate.
Henry Connelly has resigned his poBad on Las Vegas.
as bell boy at the Alvarado and
sition
A physician walked into The Citizen l
as accepted a position with the local
office at noon today, paid his job work office of the Equitable Life Assurance
bill and then said: "Say. we have got SO'll f.
a town yet. I was up in Las Vegas
Dixson came In from El Paso
three days last week, and there was lustJack
Saturday morning. He says it is
not enough business to stop a bread "awfully
hot" in the Pass city, and he
wagon."
came up to the territorial metropolis to
Mrs. J. W. Freeman left for Denver get a little air.
Hon. Morgan O. Llewellyn, the surthis morning, where she will spend the
veyor general of New Mexico, was here
summer visiting with friends.
Ralph Dunbar, who has been work- yesterday, meeting his father, Hon. W.
He went to I .as
ing with a surveying corps on the H. H. Llewellyn.
Santa Fe Central, is home on a few Cruces last night.
days' lay off.
Andrew Smith, superintendent of telMrs. George K. Neher and children egraphy for the coast lines of the Sanleft last night for Denver, where they ta Fe, is in the city from Los Angeles.
will enjoy several months visiting rel- For a number of years Mr. Smith wa.
located In this city.
atives and friends.
John and Robert Greenleaf mounted
A car load of seals valued at $05,000
was here for about an hour yesterday. burros the other day and started cyi an
They were being shipped from Santa overland Journey to the Winsor ranch
lu the Rio Pecoa country. They have
Barbara to Europe.
been heard front, having reached
Subscribe for The Dally CUeo
Thornton the following morning after
Dr. A.

and Mis

e

eight-hou-

r

cpm-munit-

as

e

eight-hou-

suli-bosse- s.

p'-jc-

sub-bOss-

r

THE QUESTION DECIDED.
Supreme Court Paste on a Right of
the Commission.

Washington, June 2. The United
States supreme court today decided
the case of the Interstate Commerce
Commission versus the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway company
and others involving the right of the
commission to reduce the terminal rate
made by the railroads in Chicago on
cars containing live stock. The opinion affirmed the decision of the circuit
court of appeals for the seventh circuit
which refused carrying in effect an
order of the commission reducing the
rate from $2 to $1 per car.
PEANUT STANDARD.
Alleged Statesmen From Missouri Entered the Ring.
Washington. June 2. When the
house met today 'Mr. Burton, of Ohio,
presented the conference report on the
river and harbor bill and gave notice
he would call it up tomorrow. Mr.
Hitt, of Illinois, chairman of the committee on foreign affairs, from his com-

mittee presented a resolution calling
upon the president, if not incompatible with public interests, for full information concerning the investigation of
the British supply camps in Louisiana
made upon his authority. It was adopted without division. Mr. Grosvenor, of
Ohio, moved the passage, under a suspension of rules, the joint resolution
extending the thanks of congress to
Jo?.n Hay for his address at the memorial for President McKinley last
February. Mr. DeArmond objected to
unanimous consent for this resolution.
Twenty minutes debate was allowed on
a side. Mr. Grosvenor explained that
Secretary Hay had been invited to deliver the memorial address by both
houses of congress and following which
a resolution of thanks was offered iu
terms identical with that passed by
congress after George Bancroft, the
historian, had delivered the eulogy
upon Lincoln. Mr. Clark, of Missouri,
said he appreciated that anyone who
opposed the pending resolution would
subject himself to the criticism of
every editor in the United States, who
was also a postmaster, or who hoped
to bbe a postmaster. When Colonel
Hay arose to de'.iever his oration on
the occasion of the McKinley memorial
exercises, Mr. Clark said, he had an
seemed to flow from the o ning in the
tory of the country. In some respects.
Mr. Clark said, he had a high regard
for the secretary of state. It was not
against the man, therefore, that his
criticism was directed. It was because
In the presence of a great brilliant and
sympathetic audieuce he had abused

V

XJ

tie-u-

Non-Unio-

n

non-unio-

boiler-make- r

Hig-gin- s

p

n

r

leaving this city, and are due to reach
Winsor some time today. R. II. Green-Ua- f
Is arranging to jo!n them on the
Pecos in a few days.
Professor LenKer has returned from
a short business trip oo Deming.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Adams. 4ol South Walter street, was
made happy yesterday by the arlval of
a fine baby girl. All concerned are re
ported doing nicely.
J. Francesco Chaves, the terri. Col.
torial Brhool superintendent, who was
down south on official business, same
In this morning and will leave this
morning for Santa Fe.
Charles HIggins. of the Baltimore
& Ohio railroad, conected with the air

NUMBER 161

DESPERATE

FIGHT

Notice.

persons having bills against G.
K. warren post, G. A.
will please
present tne same by tomorrow evening
at 6 o'clock, at the office of J. W. Edwards, post commander.
W. W. McDONALD, Adjutant.
John L. Gay Heard From.
John L. Gay. w uu Tor years was a
postal route agent on the Santa Fe between this city and La Junta, sends a
copy of the San Juan. Porto Rico.
News to The Citizen. Mr. Gay la still
In the mail service, and has a steamer
run between New Vork and San Juan.
He w rites that he U getting along nicely, has good health, and Is prospering.
All

R-- ,

Mexican Army Fights
With Indians.
Ciicago Worried About Her
Meat.

department, passed through the city
this morning for San Francisco. He la Senator Mason
Spoke on the Philipa brother in law of E. D. Fluke, of this
city.
pine Government Bill.
The case of the city of Albuquerque
agalnt Mr. Smith, proprietress of the
Hotel Elmhurst. came up before Judge
ARKANSAS RIVER FALLING.
Crawford on Saturday afternoon. Witnesses for both the prosecution and
the defense were examined. The date
tucson, Ariz., June 2. A battalion
for the arguing of the case has not yet
of the Mexican army commanded by
been set.
Torres, head of the army in
Al. Morelock, who was In the employ General
Sonora, fought a desperate battle with
of the Santa Fe Central Railway com- 300 taqui Indians
on May 29 at El
pany as electrical superintendent. Is Tanqua, a
place not far from
in tha city. He resigned his position Herniosillo. small
The messenger arriving
with the railway company and will from Hermoslllo
brought meager
again enter the employ of the Postal details of the fight.only
Forty Yaculs were
Telegraph company.
killed and twice that number were
Joe BaVnett has returned from Trini- wounded. The Mexican army lost fifdad, Colo., where he went to attend the teen men, two of whom were volunrace meeting held at that place last teers. The Yaquis escaped toward the
week. His horses. Bob Collins and Mazatan mountains, leaving their dead,
Marguerite, are expected to ar- A large supply of ammunition and
arms were captured.
rive home tonight. Mr. Barnett
Kxcitement is
that he Is very well satisfied with running high in Hermoslllo and busithe trip. Lady Margaret landed fourth ness Is practically suspended, many
place in the free for all pace in which merchants having joined the volunteer
army. Appeals for aid have been rethere were eleven entries.
ceived from a dozen surrounding towns
and ranchers are fleeing to towns for
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
protection. Reports received are that
four warlike bands of Yaquis varying
in number from 50 to 300 are out. They
Territorial Boards to Meet Attor- invaded the ranches near Hermoslllo.
re-or- ts

ney for Pueblo Indians.

It would require six feet more to do
njiy serious damage and all danger is
(onsiuered over.

IN BETTER SHAPE.

James D. Eakin at Home.
James D. Eakin is at home and attending to his business on First street,
eh being a member of the firm of
Mellnl & Eakin. Attorney Medler accompanied the gentleman back to this
city yesterday morning from Laa
Vegas. Bond for the release of Mr.
Eakin was presented to Judge Mills
last Saturday and the prisoner was at
once released from Jail.
Three Chinamen Captured.
Three Chinamen, Heum, Yeng and
Yeon, were picked up on the street last
night by Deputy United States Marshal Fred Fornoff and placed In the
city bastlle until this morning, when
they were transfered to the county
jail. The chinks are supposed to have
alighted from the train from the south,
having entered the United States
through Mexico. Their case will come
up In Judge Whitney's court this afternoon.

ADOPTION

OF NEW CODE.

Will be Postponed

and Will Not Go

Into Effect Until November, 1903.

Still Some Anxiety at Chicago Hotels
Over Meat Supply
EXAMINING THE MEN.
Chicago, June 2. The beginning of
the second week of the strike of teamToday, the territorial board of health, sters of the big Chicago packing esIt has been decided that the new
the territorial land board, the United tablishments found the packers with Santa Fe train code will not be put
States land commission and the capitol a little better hold of the situation. The Into effect until after the adoption of
cust '!lan"board "will meet in Santa Fe. packers replenished nearly all their the next time card in November, 1903.
meat stations. The striker arc some- say sthe Topeka State Journal.
' ' Attorney for Pueblo Indians.
what perplexed as to the next luove to
The officials had intended to officJudge A. J. Abbott. Saturday fore- make. ' This morning the
ially adopt the new code simultaneousnoon, received his commission as Unit- men continued their work driving and ly with the introduction of the new
ed States special attorney of the carted considerable quantities of meat card on June 1. but it has been found
Pueblo Indians for New Mexico. The under police protection. The strikers Impossible to do this. General Mudge
commission is dated May 23, and Judgo in turn are expecting the ice and coal says:
ihbott took the oath of office Saturday, drivers to come to their assistance.
"We were unable to get everything
W. H. Pope, who will leave Much anxiety Is expressed over the ready for the change on June 1, and
big
hotels. therefore It will be necessary to postshortly for the Philippines, having ac- curtailed meat supply at the
The most serious and at the same pone the adoption of the new code uncepted the position of judge of the
court of first instance recently ettal- - time the most hopeful phases of the til it can be adopted simultaneously
teamsters' strike developed today. The with the next new time card. The exlished.
Great Northern hotel, one of Chicago's aminations of the men under the new
Incorporation.
largest hostelrles. was cut off from an code are now in progress and will go
The New Mexico & Northern Cattle tee supply In the morning because it on steadily from now until next Nocompany, of Colorado, filed incorpora patronized Irwin Brothers, who sell vember when it is believed that every
tion papers. The incorporators are meat for the big packers. This pres- man in the operating department will
George F. Goerner. Irving F. Greene, sure has been threatened by the strik- have had an opportunity to undergo
and F. D. Hunter. The capital Is $200,- - ers and the big house will obtain Ice the test."
ooo. divided Into 200,000 shares. New from the people who have signed an
"Is the examination oral or writMexico headquarters on the W. S. agreement with the union. The strik- ten?"
ranch in Socorro county, with William ers say this is a sample of their
"Both." said Mr. Mudge. "Some of
Butler as New Mexico agent. The di- strength and a forerunner of their the questions will require a written anvictory,
I.
F.
George
F. Goerner,
rectors are
swer. Some will merely be oral."
Greene, A. G. Coinforth, John H. Deni.
"Is the educational requirement ot
son and F. D. Hunter.
SHORT AMENDMENTS.
the men raised?"
"Nothing is required except that the
HASTE THIS UP.
Senator Mason Made a Speech on the men be able to read and write. It is
Philippine Bill.
well understood on the Santa Fe. howThe New Time Card for the Summer
Washington, June 2. The general ever, that an educated man Is to be
In Effect June 1.
given preference over an uneducated
F. L. Myers, the popular joint rail debate on the Philippine government
two men should apply
way agent, has received the figures of bill having been concluded, the senate, man. That is. if
de- for a position and show other qualificatoday,
agreed
it
when
convened
the
go
new
the
into
lime card which will
apparently equal, the man who
effect on Sunday, June 1. Read over bate on the bill should proceed under tions
to school would be chosen.
been
had
Lodge,
Mr.
who
five
rule.
the
minute
figures
govern
the
yourself accord- is in charge of
and
ago I went on record as beSome
time
bill,
offered
several
the
ingly:
of giving preference in
ing
In
favor
a
principally
of
verbal
amendments,
No. 1, from the east, now arrives at
to
those who had taken a
employment
immost
nature,
of
One
bill.
to
the
the
10:10 p. in. and departs for the west
An eastern procourse.
high
school
striking
portant
was
an
amendment
at 11:30 p. m. On the new time card
was collecting data for a
who
fessor
more
five
words,
than
out
"Nor
the
it will reach Albuquerque at 7:15 p. m.,
magazine article wrote to me for my
passengers cat supper, and departs lor thousand acres to any association of opinion,
and it was embodied in the arof
relating
to
persons,"
the
disiiosttlon
the west at 8:15 p. m., a little over public
President
which he published.
ticle
provisInserting
the
and
lands,
three hours earlier than now. This ion,
no such land shall be leased, Ripley has also given his opinion in
train will carry the pouch mail the let or"that
demised to any corporation until favor of a higher standard of educasame as now.
pub- tional qualification."
No. 7, from the east, now arrives at a law regulating the disposition of
The examinations under the new
10:40 p. m. and goes west at 11:20 lic lands shall have been enacted and" code are conducted by duly appointed
Another amendment
p. m. On the new time card it will proved."
Another amendment pro- officials of the operating department.
reach this city at 10:05 p. m. und leave
Into effect, every
that therefore no corporaton Before the code is put
for the west at 10:45, and Is the reg- vided
to en- man on the whole system must have
be
authorized
stiiouhl
ular mail train.
agriculture until a pro- taken the "quiz" before the committee
No change in No. 2 from the west, It gage in
there of officials. There will probably be a
made
be
should
arriving at 8:05 a. in. and departing at visionAdditional
amendments provided different committee for each division
tc.'i'l a. m. as now. This is the regular for.
that all United States laws relating to of the road.
mail train for the east.
For several weeks the examinations
clearing and manifest of steamentry,
west,
will
leave
for
No. 8, from the
bene in progress on the western
have
plying
between
vessels
and
ships
other
goes
p.
north
in. It
the east at 7:30
of
end
the road. It will probably be
Philippines
and
the
United
States
ttie
at 7:10 p. iu. This train carries should apply to such vessels.
!i.'
completed there before it is on the
pouch mail.
The provision of the bill relating to Santa Fe main lines.
No. 27 (now known as No. 21) the El
One of the new features of the Santa
was amended so as to profranchises
I'a.-train, will leave for the south at
perFe
time card Just Issued is a
employing
from
corporations
hibit
o'clock p. in. It goes south now at
of the new code. All of the
summary
U! In slavery or voluntary
Ik
sons
11:45 p. m.
rules are printed in full, and
important
The tram from the south will arrive
is only about a third of the enspeech
a
there
Illinois,
made
.Mason,
of
Mr.
a n l depart as now.
of the Unit- tire col which is not printed in the
The limited trains. No. 3 from the afcair.M the general policy
The card. The code summary does not apPhilippines.
in
the
ed
States
cast and No. 4 from the west, will run
pear in the system cards, nut only In
with
Interest
to
was
speech
listened
the same hours as now, twice a week,
He
the cards prepared lor the use of the.
chamber.
of
the
on
both
sides
instead of daily.
divisions.
separate
peace
the
for
voted
have
Freight train Na. 33, going south and would not
for the notorious undercarrying passengers, will depart ut treaty but
A Real Friend.
standing among the senators there was
s:i5 a. nv.
from dyspepsia and indisuffered
"I
Filipinos
give
the
to be a vote to
years." says W. T.
fifteen
gestion
for
prehave
would
This
L. E. Scott, of Scott's ice cream parMerry' Oaks. N. C.
of
Sturdevant.
asktry
he
It?"
lors, will leave tonight or tomor- vented war. "Why not
"After I had tried many doctors and
row morning for Mineral Point, Wis., ed. Mr. Hoar, of Massachusetts, said medicines
to no avail one of my friends
In
outrages
committed
to take charge of the photographic he charged the
me to try Kodol. It gave
persuaded
Imperialism.
business of his brother, the latter be- the Philippines were upon
1 can eat almost anyrelief.
immediate
docHe spoke of what the "miserable
ing reported quite ill.
I want now and my digestion is
thing
gold"
trine of buying sovereignty with
good I cheerfully recommend Kodol."
Pound Sale.
had cost.
Don't try to cure stomach trouble
At city hall, one roan mare, 5 years
That only further weakens the
River la Falling.
old; one sorrel horse, 2 years old. and
wholesome, strengthWichita. Kan., June 2. The Arkan- system. You need
branded F; one buckskin mare, brandenables you to asKodol
10
food.
ening
3
will be sold Thurs- sas river at this point is feet and
ed M I).,
by digesting it
you
eat
what
similate
Inches alove normal condition and has
day, 10 o'clock a. m.
stomacii's aid. J. H.
not risen any in the last hour. Hutch- without & the
THOS. McMILLIN.
Co., and B. 11. Brlggs & Co,
inson wires the river there is falling. O Rielly
City Marshal.
NEW INCORPORATION.

non-unio-
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The Alvarado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,
PERFUMES,
TOILL1 API ICLES.

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggist
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.

Jlbuqacrquc
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HUGHES ft KcCREIGHT,

Publishers

The.

Hughes

Editor

W. T. McCretght,

Mgr. and City Ed.

Daily and Weekly.

Publish

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulator
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this .paper may be found
on file at Xasnlngton In the office ot
our pec!al correspondent, E. G. Signers, 918 F street, N. W., Washington,
1).
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75
Weeicly, b$ mull, per ytar
uo
t
THE DAlt.Y CITIZEN will be delivered
In tne c.iy at the low rate of 20 rents per
. 6r for id cents per month, when
laid monthly. T'; me rates are lens than
those of any other dally paper In the

territory.

The Las Vegas Optic is entirely too
narrow.
It is criticising Delegate
Kodey because he is friendly to Albuquerque.

at ail.

All of the republicans, except
Quay, of Pennsylvania, and Bard of
this state, arc ini lined to f mother the
bill. '.)clr.g influenced by the conviction that should the three territories
be admitted they would elect democratic senators. Quay has openly sided with the four democratic members
of the committee in favor of the bill.
Hard is, therefore, occupying the enviable position of holding the decisive
vote. It is In his pocr to take a
broad-mindeview ol the proposition
and act upon it without regard to partisanship. If he decidss to do this the
committee can be forced to report the
bill.
"Senator Baid has the reputation of
being
From what Is
known of him, wo are inclined to the
belief that he wiH divest himself of
the narrow spirit of partisanship in trie
consideration of the appeal of these
three territories and deal with It on
the broadest and most liberal lines.
This Is what may be reasonably expected from him. The senator has phown
a strong disposition In otiicr matters
to be fair. If he deals with the omnibus statehood bill In the came spirit,
which we trust he will, the territorial
supplicants will know this session
whether they have applied to congress
In vain or not. In all probability the
bill will become law if this is done.
Senator Hard can thus do a great service to the three territories at the
pre sent Juncture by casting his vote in
committee in favor of the bill. Each
one of the territories is qualified In
every way to enjoy the privilege
sought. And California's intimate relations and proximity to Arizona make
her deeply interested In the territory's
political advancement as well as in its
fair-minde-

CLOUDCROFT

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Cloudcroft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining ball and
lunch counter having been placed under the able management of the popular hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the
summer resort of the southwest
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputa
tion win not he allowed to suffer this
year. Extensive improvements have
been made in the way of accommoda
tlons and out door as well as indoor
amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
or further Information regarding this
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
ticket agent, or address,

7l0o Many Goods,
A
A

give some
for offering
half or less
we prefer to tell the truth, and the truth is tersely told above.
Bought twice as much as usual. Can't afford to carry any goods
over. But the story of our sincerity is best told by the price list

following.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

A

P.-R-

A

El Paso, Texas.

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
Stage leaves 'irimble'B stable on Second street, every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at G a. m.; quick time. A
relay of stock is kept at Zia. Arrives
at tne Springs In time for supper.
Don't be deceived by people who tell
you they will take you Just as quick
as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
else has any change of stock on the
route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor,

A

Cosmopolitan
Paper

A

None Higher

Patterns 10c
:2ZQ rcsT

A
A

o

a fine lot
all steel
see them.
Furniture

Just Received

A

of upholstered couches with
construction. Don't fail to
They are beauties. Futrelie
Co., west end of viaduct.
Also a fine line of Ingrain carpets and
art squares, ranging In prices from
$3.50 nnd up; cotton,
wool and all

A
A

'
o
Special Summer Excursion.
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,

Albuquerque

turn,

$39.00.

to Kansas City and

Jt

Tilled

cy Wre,7;

-

r-

:

Leon B.Stern.propriltor
i 5

cents
China Silk, worth

yard for

sMv

yard for

cents

cents

14

Granite

h

Cloth,

worth 35c.

pair for your choice of odds and
ends Children's Hose, worth up
to 25c.

39 cents
5 cents
All Wool Cream
Albatross yard for
yard buys fine sheer Dimities,
90c.
Henrietta, worth
Lawns and Batistes, in fancy
48 cents
worth up to
59 cents
your
any Bunch of
for
choice
of
15 cents
All Wool Black
yard for
Flowers In the house, worth up yard buys finest 35c ' Mercerised
Storm Serge, worth $1.25.
Foulards in the latest French
to $2.50.

cents

35
yard for
worth 75c.

All Wool

do-sit-

Uc.

h

A

re-

Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,

A

$46.50.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14.
and June 24 to September 12, inclusive.
Final return limit October

39

.n

HI W"'

75c.

wool.

$51.50.

Mail

Orders
Promptly
;Ji?lfcWT

A

31, 1902.

F. L. MYERS, Agent,
o
Convention,
Triennial
International
Sunday School Association, Denver,
It Is almost certain that President industrial development."
Colo., June 26 to July 2, 1902.
Roosevelt will come west next fall, and
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tick.Tieit this city during the progress of
Can't be perfect health without pure ets on sale June 24. Return limit July
makes
Blood
Bitters
Burdock
blood.
5, 1902.
the territorial fair !n OcioJ'.er.
pure blood. Tones and Invigorates the
F. L. MYERS, Agent
system.
The Elks of this territory should try whole
Reduced Rate to San Francisco and
to visit Silver City on July 4th and 5th.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Return, Account Imperial Council,
The best celebration in the west Is beNobles Mystic Shrine, San Francising arranged by the Silver City Elks.
Hotel "Highland.
co, June 10 to 14, 1902.
Mrs. F. B. Close, Tucson, Ariz.; Miss
Rate of $35 for round trip; tickets
' At last a definite date has been set Jacques, Socorro, N. M.; Julian N.
sale June 3 to 8 Inclusive; final refor the taking of the vote on the bill to Coyne, Chicago; J. B. Skinner, K. a. on
limit July 31, 1902. F. L. Myers,
establish civil government in the Phil- Pinney H. G. Coleman, H. L. Scott, turn
ippine islands.
Next Tuesday at 4 VVinslow, Ariz.; W. W. Worrell. H. It. agent.
o'clock the vote will be taken, and the Worrell, Chicago; C. E. Newcomer, F.
Plumoing.
indications are that the bill will be H. Newman, Darby A. Day and wife,
We have aaaea a plumbing depart
City;
passed by a large majority cf the
Smithers,
A.
Kennedy.
P.
Nellie
shop to our business.
W. E. Manger. Pueblo, Colo.; Mr. and ment and tin
anything In this line
you
havo
When
MIbs
Algodones;
Mrs. A. J. Shank,
Springs; C. J. to be done see us about lc before placTHE SOCORRO COURT SCANDAL. Helen Swalen, Colorado
Bulger, Hillsdale, Mich.; Edw. J. Dev ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
The San Marcial Bee says that the lin, Chicago;
T. E. Burns, A. J. Aher, ware company.
more it considers the Socorro court
Vegas;
Mrs.
Dr. O. H. Irwin, miss
o
Las
scandal, in all or its bearings, the more Fannie Irwin, Sheldon,
HI.; Miss Elsie
Special Rate to Ciiivornia Points.
difficult appears the task of doing Jus- Jasques, Washington. 1). C; W. D.
Albuquerque
to Los Angeles and
tice to all concerned by giving It unre- Cowles. Pedro Castillo . Jr.. Alfred San
Diego, 35.00.
stricted publicity. Attorney Baca's de- Stevens, Kansas; Clinton It. Keeler.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and
fense of ills brother was characteristic
N. Y.; G. B. Woodward and return. $55.00.
of the man, and it is the custom, the Syracuse,
and wife, A. Leo
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
world over, to admire the man who wife, F. H. Mitchell Brewer
and wife, Thursday and Saturday, May to Sepfights for his iamily and friends, even Mitchell. George E.wife,
O. A. Matson tember, inclusive, 1902. Final return
Strong and
to the extent of the questionable F. II.wife.
George Ball, Phil Hornber-ger- , limit November 30, 1902.
thought, "My friends can do no and H. E. Fox.
wife and daughter, A. C.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
wrong." In our opinion the open court
o
Patten. City; Nellie C. Brewer, Tucwas not the proper place to disclose son
MONEY TO LOAN.
A. Raynolds, Pittsburg,
Ariz.;
J.
the scandal. If the charges can be sub- Pa.
On diamonds, watcnes, etc.. or any
stantiated, the
should have beet"
good
security; also househoM goods
proceeded against in the ordinary way,
Alvarado.
me; strictly confidential.
- stored with
and at the time his offenses became
BargM.
Cincinnati;
Bargmann.
A.
paid for household
known.. His failure to punish Mr. Baca man, G. Smith. Chicago; D. K. McKilll-can- . Highest cash price 'phone
120.
goods. Automatic
for contempt was an extremely unwise
.1. M. Lamaster. San Francisco;
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
action on his part, and must le accept C. C. Spaulding. Los Angeles; D. B. Sio
ed as an admission
that lie was in mon. Denver; N. H. Darton and one,
Do You Want Carpet3?
dread of the consequences of such
Woods,
Call and examine our samples. Our
U.S. geological survey; John J.
course.
carpets are shipped direct from fac
A. W. Cleland, Jr., W. Beach, Denver;
Havtory. We can save you money. J. 11.
Mr. Savaee. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac E.
llnml Millrook .N. Y.: I. Colin, Los Shufnebarger, 214 West Gold avenue.
WRITE TO BEVERIDGE.
Jene
The Denver Republican says that re- Angeles; Mr. and Mrs. George V.Paso;
Carpets! Carpetsl! Carpets! 11
publicans in all parts or the Transmis-sissipp- i nings. Pueblo; A. V. DIxson, El N.
spring
new
line Is complete;
Our
Y.;
region should write to Senator Miss Klla E. Smith. Rochester. Louis
come and see us. Our prices are the
Mrs.
Paso;
T.
El
Iiwell
Beveridge, chairman, and other repubAlbert Faber, 30o Railroau
Fran muslin.
lican members of the senate committee Haer Boston: H. B. Weiller, San Smith,
avenue.
Delacey,
Andrew
B.
G.
on territories and urge them to take up cisco:
o
promptly the consideration of the bill Los Angeles; B. W. McCandless, At
Deming water is chemically pure
which has passed the house for the ad- chison: W. L. Mason. New ork; Jas. equal to Polan Springs.
mission of Oklahoma, New Mexico and Lucas and wife. Cerrillos; S. IL Bur
roughs, John Smith and wife, Denver
An .on a.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
WALD BROS.
Unless the committee gives prompt Mr. and Mrs. Rufus S. Bixby, Chicago:
ROSEN
H.
o
N
attention to tnis measure It will go Frank C. Kelly, Newton. N. J.; J.
See the newest In laales neckwjar
over to the winter session, and then Fannin, San Francisco.
at The Economist.
lack .of time may prevent the passage
Sturgee' Eurooean.
o
of the bill. It is of the highest importM
S.
Texas;
A. S. Holmes. Tenell.
We sell more shoes than all other
ance that the three proposed states be
City;
H.
J.
Hander stores combined. You know the reaSilver
admitted by the present congress. Ashenfelter.Francisco;
T. Ingalls, Algo son. Leon B. Stern.
They are entitled to admission in jus- stein, San
N. M.: C. C. Lord and wife. Win
o
tice to their Inhabitants, who are de- dones.
Deming, the coming city of New
J. J. Laventhal. San Fran
Ariz.:
slow.
nied the right of
to a cisco: Esauinula
Baca, Pena Blanca; Mexico.
large extent as long as they are comDr. B. A. Bonheim
pelled to remain under a territorial C. K. Jones. Denver;
Have you seen that blue enamoleu
Wm. Spencer. Al
form of government. They have am- and wife Las Vegas;
C. Kel steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
F.
H.
N.
M.:
J.
Fannin.
l.emarle.
ple population to justify the erection
ware company's store. It is the most
or state governments, and the posses- Iv, San Francisco.
beautiful
and ornamental ware ever
sion of millions of dollars of taxable
Crsrd Central.
A'ouquerque.
property gives assurtnee that the exseen
in
W. S. Rishwortli ami wife. Golden
pense of such governments would not
M
C. Wilson. Las Vegas; A. Cha
VELVET RIBBONS, VELVET RIB
le too burdensome upon their people. N.
Pike
PONS. VELVET RIBBONS. ROSEN
Republicans are directly Interested ves, Santa Fe; D. S. Davenport,
N.
J.
Montoya.
Cor
H.
J.
WALD BROS.
la the question, because IkjUi New Mex- ville. Tenn.:
o
ico and Oklahoma are republican In tlova. Las Vegas.
Mrs. Albrlgnt. tne Artist,
politics and would send representa
Metropolitan,
Is again In her studio, Hi North Third
tives and senators of that party to
C. O. Lee. Chicago; P. B. Stoddard street. Parties who wish fine work In
Washington. Oklahoma would be entiDawson: Edwin H. Cooper, Phoenix artistic photography, should call and
tled to two representatives, and
it would have in the next Ariz.; S. W. Conner, Pltisurs. Pa.
leave their orders for the n;w carbon
electoral college lour votes. New Mexphoto, the latest in photographic are.
HAIR.
FALLING
OF
CAUSE
ico would have three votes, and so,
even if Arizona should be democratic
Deming Is the great mining center
which is doubtful t lie republicans in Dandruff, Which Is a Germ Disease-- Kill of the southweLt.
the Germ.
the next presidential campaign would
muiie a net pain of four electoral voles
Falling hair Is caused by dandruff,
If these three states
should be ad- which Is a germ disease. The pTia
mitted in time to participate in that in burrowing in to the root of the ha r
election.
where it destroys the vitality of the
hair, causing the hair to fall out. digs
V v'
up the cuticle in little scales, called
THE STATEHOOD BILL.
or scurf. You can't stop the k.f
The San Francisco Chronicle says: dandruff,hair
without curing the dan"The omnibus bill admitting the tcrri-to- ri falling
you can't cure the dandruff
s of Arizona. New Mexico and Ok- druff and
the dandruff germ.
lahoma simultaneously to statehood, without killingcause,
you remove the
which passed' the bouse, is bunging "Destroy the
Hcrpicide
is th-Newbro's
effect."
fire in the senate committee.
Its fat only hair preparation that kills the
is in doubt, as the ten members of th
germ. Hcrpicide is also a decommittee are evenly divided. At all dandruff
dressing.
lightful
hair
events, five of the ten favor ll.e bill
o
find four others are disincline! to take
Deming
ships
over 100,000 head of
it up at this session. Senator Hard, the cattle annually; is the center of the
only westerner on the committee, has greatest breeding region in the southdeclined to express himself one way or west and cattle men all know this.
tne otlier.
"The division in the committee U
Deming!
Don't overlook it if you
practically on party lines. This is un are looking for a sale and paying
fortunate, as the true merits of the ap
plications for admission to the union
Deming, the seat of the new county
are thus obscured by r.artisanship
which ought not to figure in the case of Luna.
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19

yard for
worth

35c.

cents
Corded Wash Silk,

h

75c.

85

yard for
worth

cents

English Cashmere,

h

39
yard for
worth

cents
Black Moire Vclour

h

$2.00.

69 cents

A

Black and Castoi

yard for
Satin Prunella, worth

A

35

A

i

A

$1.50.

cents
Home

All Wool
spun, worth 75c.

yard for

iA

jce

t

The
That's
Truth!
If it's necessary to
excuse
goods at

A
A

A. N. BROWN,
I. Route,
G. P. A., E. .

I

Not Enough money,

h

37

cents

sponged and bhrunk, worth 75c
25

yard for
worth

48

Inch

Alpacca

Black

cents

IO

cents

yard buys finest Washable Taffeta
Silk Ribbons, No. 22, always sold

at

35c.

4
yard buys best

75 cents
for your choice of any Ladies' Mercerized Sateen Petticoats, worth
up to $2.00.

yard buys finest

cents

for your choice of any Childs' Gingham or Chambray Dress, worth
up to $2.00.
25

Mohair

Black

19

yard buys finest Fancy Striped Silk
Ginghams goods selling elsewhere at 40c.

I2.J cents
for your choice of any Windsor Tie
in the house, worth up to 35c.

cents

38 inch
50c.

69 cents
yard for
worth

, 19 cents
for your choice of any pair of
Ladies' Silk Mitts in the house,
worth up to 50c.

98

k Wool Cheviot,

yard for

$1.38
for any Ladies' Shirt Waist Hat in
the house, worth up to $4.00.

cents
8c

icoes.

Turkey Red

$f cents
10c

White Lawn.

cents

3

yard buys best 6c WhiU
Crash Toweling.
7.j

yard buys best
nel.

cents

Cal-

7

Cotton

cents

12'c

Outing Flan-

cents

yard for your choice of any Pluen yard buys Genuine "Fruit of the
Made Appliques, worth up to 65c.
Loom" Muslin.
cents
6 cents
15
for your choice of Ladies' Long yard buys
Percale, worth
10c- Sleeve Vests, worth 25c.
h

.uAU

$1.25.
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Separate
Bureaus.

JlMy&Co.

with iron and brass bedsteads at prices
to suit are special offerings at our store
this week. And they're going fast.
Notable bargains to be picked up in
every department here now. Handsome and durable parlor suits $15.
couches, new metal construction,
that are surpassing value for the
money, $14.85. Well made, serviceable,
first class furniture, all kinds, astonish-

Keep Cool

Ele-ge-

BY

NICE

A

PURCHASING

r.nnn wi a

SPONGE

JUll

COLD SPONGE BATH.
WE HAVE SPONGES

A

8

'
j

AT

''WtlS:

ingly cheap. Also a good line of
and Brussels carpets.

ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,
SOc

and up.

The Futrelie FurnitureCo.

J. H. O'RIELLY

WEST END OF VIADUCT.
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

& CO.

Prescription Druggists-

3

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave. 3

THE
JOE RICHARDS,

Bank of Commerce

CIGARS

ALBUQUERQUE

Wm. Giaesner,
W.

Automatic 'phene 574

We

LIQUORS.

CIG

M. S. OTERO, President
V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashijr

J,

O. BALDRIDGE

SOLOMON LUNA
W. A. MAXWELL

A. M. BLACKWELL

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FF RAILWAY V

0

5

tandle everything in our line

iMstlllers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Will'.a 4
LoulsTllle, Kentucky
111 K First St.. Albuquerque, N. U

B. A. SLEYSTER,

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 1214. CROMWELL BLOCK.

Automatic Telephone 174.
Deming offers the same opportunities now that the most prosperout
cities in the west offered several yean
go.

STRICKLER,

WM. MclNTOSH

V Mx.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

AND DIRECTOR

OFFICERS

Tailor.
irtl Smth Second Street.
Albuouerrnio.

$100,000?

Capital

West Railroad Avenue.

THIRD ETREET

Meat Market
All Mod.

J

mn

STEAM

2a( Sa,J McaJS

SUISSE

FACTORY.

B MIL KLE1NVVORT,
yASOMC BCILL1XG.

Prop.

N. TCIRD STREET

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, MONDAY, JUNE

SPORTING NEWS
SATURDAY'S BALL GAMES.

Philadelphia

the reported afternoon gatherings In
two places was under the Denver figures. In the American league the re
ported attendance was:

3
0

New York

Is a specific remedy for ailments of
the stomach, liver and bowels and
Is backed by hundreds of voluntary
testimonials. We would therefore
urge every sufferer from
Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Constipation, Headache or Liver and
Kidney trouble to try it. It will cure
you. For sale by druggists, with
our Private Stamp over the neck of
the bottle. Avoid substitutes.
Indiges-gettio-

3

THE ECONOMIST

No

n,

THE ECONOMIST

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

Shoes,

In

Dry Goods Line.

Batteries Voorhces and Jacklitsch;
Sparks anil Yeager.
After-nooMornAt Pittsburg
ing
Plttsburg-Chicaggame called In the Detroit
4.750
12.91
third Inning on account of rain.
Washington
4.000
9.216
At Brooklyn (first game)
4.800
13.218
St. Louis
Boston
i Baltimore
Price Reductions.
13.218
Brooklyn
The only reason for reducing prices
2
In the National league the figures re
on our men's and boys' clothing is that
Batteries
Willis and KUtredge; ported were:
Hughes and Farrell.
MornAfter- we are overstocked and therefor anx(Second game)
ing
noon ious to push business. We had no old
1 New York
Boston
5.200
21.000 stock to unload and are showing new
; . . 2 Pittsburg
Brooklyn
desirable goods only. Simon
6.500
12.000 and
Batteries Eason and Moran
Biooklyn
10,000 Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
3.500
and Farrell.
Ten innings Cincinnati
5,000
were played.
The missing games are from Colora- OOOOOOOODUOOOOOOOOO
O
Concerning Trade Tricks.
At St Iouis
do in the morning and Cincinatl in tue O
The old snying that there are O
9 afternoon. A report came through late O
St. Louis
3 last night that in Baltimore both O "tricks in all trades" has outlived O
Cincinnati
0 its truthfulness, if there ever was 0
i games Jiad been played in the afterBatteries Yerkes and O'Neil;
0
and Peitz.
noon, so there would be missing only 0 any truth In It. This store does
countenance tricks of any 0
in Cincinnati, 0 not
the
afteyioon
attendance
to catch the unwary. The 0
American League.
making a result more In favor of the 0 sort
At Washington
0 plain, simple rolicy of buying 0
In
morning
National.
attendance
The
1
good merchandise and selling it 0
Washington
both leagues was 33,750, and the after- 0
4
fi
a just profit is what has gained 0
Chicago
noon attendance wjis 125,316, showing 0 at
Batteries Townsend and Clarke; a sort of surviving Interest in the na- 0 for us the public confidence. What 0
you read in our "ads" you can 0
Patterson and McFarland.
tional game. The total attendance In O tie to.
People with money to 0
At Boston
63,200, and in the
was
the
National
spend naturally go to the safe
7
Bo? ton
02,116. There was not a con- 0 trading place. Golden Rule Dry 0
American
13
0
Detroit
flicting date in the schedule.
Denver 0
0
0 Goods Co.
Batteries Winters and Warner; Republican.
0O
Yeager and McGuire.
o
At Baltimore
Was Wasting Away.
MONUMENTS.
3
Baltimore
The following letter from Robert R.
6 Watts, of Salem, Mo., is instructive. "I
Cleveland
All kinds of stone ant! jiable work
Batteries Lawson and Robinson; have been troubled with kidney disease Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
Joss and Bemis.
for the last five years. I lost flesh and ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.
At Philadelphia
never fe.. well and doctored with leado
6 ing physicians and tried all lemedies
St. Louis
1 suggested without relief.
Finally 1
BUSINESS LOCALS.
Philadelphia
; tried Foley s Kidney Cure
and less
Batteries Reldy; Harper and
Economize by trading at The Econothan two bottles completely cured me
Wiltse and Powers.
Al- - mist.
and I am now sound and well.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron
American Association.
varado Pharmacy.
work. Whitney company.
At Minneapolis
1
Minneapolis
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn-arTHOSE SOCORRO GAMES.
2
St. Paul
before purchasing a piano.
At Columbus
No
Divided
tuberculosis preservaline or colBetween
Were
Honors
How
6
Columbus
oring in Matthews' Jersey milK.
2
Santa Fe and Socorro.
Toledo
Klelnwort's is the place to get your
The result of Thursday's ball games
At Indianapolis
All kinds of nice
10 between tne Santa Fe Centrals and uie nice fresh steak.
Indianapolis
2 School of Mines team must have been meat.
St. Louis
satisfactory to both sides in the conDemtng has an abundance of water
At Kansas City
2 flict unless either team expected to for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
Kansas City
10 win both games, says the Chieftain. gardens.
Milwaukee
Honors were even. At the morning
Buy
and build in Deming. Your
game Thomas and Parsons formed the rental lots
Western League.
returns will be 20 per cent, on
did
and
both
battery
visitors
Denver
for
the
At
9 their work well.
Celso Chaves and the investment.
Denver
Orders taken for every known make
1
played
Roy
the same parts
McDonald
Peoria
Batteries McCloskey and McCon-nell- ; for the Miners. Celso twirled magni- of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
ficently for four innings and then seem- Hardware company.
Hart and Hays.
ed rather to lose control of the sphere.
At Omaha
Deming is a great health resort
2 McDonald's catching was professional.
Omaha
no superior in climate for the cure
has
0
At the close of the game the visitors of pulmonary troubles.
Kansas City
Graham and Gonding; had sent 15 men across the homo plate
Batteries
Look into Klelnwort's market on
and the Miners 7. The afternoon game North Third
Gibson and Messitt.
street. He has the nicest
was a slugging match. The boys were
At Colorado Springs
the city.
Colorado Springs
tired and the sun was hot. Charlie fresh mcr.ts in agents
7 Rhodes nuzzled the Miners for a whill
We are sole
for Wheeler &
Milwaukee
Batteries Ream and Arthur; Frlck-e- by his contortions In the box but they, Whson sewing machiues. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
soon were unto his curves even as a
and ucla.
Vby buy high priced lots when you
jay bird is unto those of a June bug
At Des Moines
4 and then the fun began, naie ana w u can get them cheap in Deming now,
Des Moines
2 son handled the globe for the home with certain advance assured?
St. Joseph
Batteries Wilkes and Lobard; Mau-pi- team in excellent style. The result
We carry tne largest variety of linand Roth.
of this game was a score of 21 to 20 In oleums and oil cloths in this city.
favor of the School of Mines. There Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAMES.
was a large assemblage to witness
Deming needs one hundred new
both games.
houses to supply the demand, and
League.
National
Following is the score by Innings!
needs them now. This demand conAt Cincinnati-Cincin- nati
First Game.
8
15 tinues to grow.
2
Centrals
3
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
St. Louis
School of Mines. 2
205 South
First street, over the
At Chicago
Second Game.
g
game postponed Centrals
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
020
give
thorough
prepared
to
21 is
on account of rain.
School ofMines.l 4 3 4 4 0 3 2
scalp treatment, do hair dressLeague.
Western
During the summer kidney irregu- ing, treat corns, bunions and inAt Des Moines
larities are often caused by excessive growing nails. She gives massage
5
Des Moines
drinking or being overheated. Attend treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam6
St. Joseph
to the kidneys at once by using Foley's bini's own preparations of complexion
At Omaha
cream builds up the skin and improves
Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Omaha
the complexion, and are guaranteed
5
Kansas City
Deming will be the great smelter not to be injurious. She also prepares
At Colorado Springs
Two large plants will be in- a hair tonic that cures and prevents
center.
9
Colorado Springs
the year.
dandruff md hair falling out; restores
within
stalled
10
Milwaukee :
life to dead hair; removes moles,
At Denver
Notice.
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
Denver
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals a trial. She also has a very fine tooth
0
.'
Peoria
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short powder, which she guarantees to be
orders, 5 cents up. 111 North First free from all metallic substances. It
American Association.
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
street.
At Kansas City
and makes the teeth clean and white.
8
Kansas City
Bring in your tinware and have it It is highly recommended by all first
Milwaukee
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware
At Columbus
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
9
Columbus
cure. All of these preparations are
5
Toledo
purely vegetable compounds Give her
Louisville
is
certain
At
There a
a trial. Automatic telephone 4:to.
5
Txiuisville
disease that bai
o
1
Indianapolis
come down to ui
pure ozone make
Deming
water
and
.
cen-through many
At St. Paul
strong
people.
healthy
and
9
turies and it
St. Paul
o
n
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The Economist

STOMACH BITTERS

ment. Not one of the forenoon crowds
came near the size of that which overran the Denver field on that day, and

National Leasue.
At New York

THE ECONOMIST

HOSTETTER'S

i,

the

Agents for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled Sam Day as Received.

Important Sale of Ladies Shirt Waists
And Wrappers.
Our Buyer has over stocked us. Over 500 this Season Styles of Shirt Waists at less
than half price. Made of Ginghams, Madrus, Silk Novelties, Dimities, White Lawns,
Batiste and Organdies, In Blue, l'ink Red, Green and Linen shades, etc., solid colors, Stripes, Dots etc., Devided into 10 lots as follows :

;

Phil-ipp-

.SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.
LOT

1
Consists of White Lawn Waist, collar attached; to close" out.
price 55c each.

LOT 2 49c for values up to 75c, in Percale, Madras, Dimity, also
white open worked effect, made with' tucks and pleats; a big bargain,
to close out. only 49c.

000000000 00000000

LOT 3 75c for values up to $1.25, In White Lawns with lace and embroidery trimming; Chambray embroidery
trimmed. also Solid
Colored Chambray with embroidery insertion; Striped Madras, Gibson
style; some amongst these worth up to $1.23; take your choice only

1

75c.

98c, consists of 5 Btyles of Colored Waists and 3 styles White
Waists, with allover lace and embroidery trimmed fronts, and figured
striped and dotted Wash Waists, many lace trimmed, others tucked
allover. some strapped and pearl button trimmed; values in this lot up
to $1.75; take your choice only $1.00.

LOT 4

Sug-den-

LOT 6 Consists of 8 Btyles of Waists. 4 colors and 4 white; values
up to $2.00 and $2.50; White Lawns, Silk Chambrays, Mercerized Madras and Dimities, lace insertion trimmed; white, pinks, blues, linens,
stripes, dots and solid colors; choice $1.25.

d

LOT 6 Takes in balance of our stock of Colored Waists, such as our Mercerized
Linen Waists,
Mercerized Chambray and Silk Ginghams; also 3 styles White Waists, made open front or back, trimmed
none
sold
this
lot
for
less
in
with lace or embroidery insertion;
than $2.50; Choice, $1.50.

LOT 7 Takes in all our Fine White Lawn Waists that sold up to $3.00, open back or front, lace or embroidery trimmed; some lace yokes; take your pick in this lot, only $1.98.
LOT S Includes all our White Waists that sold at $3.50 and $4.00; open back or front, trimmed with
lace and embroidery, in handsome patterns; Sale Price, $2.50.
LOT 9 White Lawn Waists, open front or back, trimmed with lace and embroidery; also allover
tucked Batiste Waist, long and short sleeves; values in this lot worth up to $5.00; Sale Price only $3.00.
LOT 10 Takes in all our finest White Lawn, Silk, Linen and Silk Batiste Waists, trimmed with lace
and embroidery medallions; also allover embroidery; values in this lot up to $7.50 each ; take your choice
of any, $3.75.
tK;,x.y,

n

0103504
1002002
50004452

Chicago-Pittsbur-

Minneapolis

Mothers lose their dread for "that
terrible second summer" when they
have Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild
Strawberry in the house. Nature's specific for bowel complaints of every sort.
An Unfortunate Accident.
At the beginning of the first fralf of
the fourtn inning of the ball game Friday between the doctors and the law
yers, O. A. Larrazola, in running rrom
second to third in some manner fell
as he struck the base, and broke his
right leg just above the ankle, the frac
ture being in both bones of the leg
He was quickly attended by the doc
tors present, placed in a hack ana tak'
en to bis home where he Is resting as
well as can be expected. As a rFsult
of the accident the game was closed.
The accident will likely incapacitate
him for work for several weeks, and is
regretted by everyone. Las Vegas Op-

tic.
Leads Them All.
One Minute Cough Cure beats all
other medicines I ever tried for coughs,
colds, croup and throat and lung troul-les,- "
says Dr D. Scott Cuirin. of
Pa. One Minute Cough Cure
is tbp onlv absolutely safe cough rem
edy which acts immediately. Mothers
everywhere testify to the good it has
done th ir little ones. Croup is so sud
den in its attacks that the doctor often
arrives too late. It yields at once to
One Minute Cough Cure. Pleasant to
take. Children like it. Sure cure for
erin. bronchitis, coughs. J.&. H. O'Rielly
Co.
Co.. and B. H. Briggs
c
Rin Attendance at Ball Games.
The figures in the attendance in the
cities of the National and American
leagues Memorial (fay. with two of the
games missing, show that tne isauonai
had about 1.1U0 the better or me argu
Lo-eaiit-

i

AM
mm

max

07

Choice of our regular 75c Percale W.rapper in this sale

..48c

Choice of any of our Wrappers

$1.00

Choice of any of our Wrappers
t

that
that sold up to

sold up to $1.50
$2.00, which Includes bal-

ance of our stock of fine Wrappers, Satine, Lawns 'and Percales;
Choice

$1-2-

5
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Subscribe for The Citizen.
Boys & Youths' Clothing
At Your Own Figure

older than

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
history itself. ROSENWALD BROS.
7
o
yet very few
outside ex-oi We are sole agent for Wheeler ou&
Wilson sewing machines, the best
those who have learned from bitter
perience know anything of its nature ot the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
characteristics.
At first a little ulcer OI avenue.
o
ore appears, then glands of the neck oi
Deming has just been Incorporated.
groins swell; pimples break out on thi
breast, back or some other part of the
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
body Bnd fill v. ith yellow pustular matter ;
and
sore
become
the mouth and throat
Overshot the Mark.
the tongue is at all times badly coated.
In buying our eprtng and summer
and
muscles
Headaches are frequent, and
goods this year we went too far and
joints throb and hurt, especially during overbought. In order not to have too
damp, rainy weather. These re some oi many
s
we have made material
the symptoms of that most loathsome of price concessions, as
indicated on the
all diseases, Contagions Dlood Poison. price tags in our big window. Simon
poisThis strange
Avenue Clothier.
oa does not affect Stern, the Railroad
Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
eaten up with it within a short time after Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
bein inoculated, while others show but
Keep your yf on Deming.
slight evidence of any taiut for a long
time after exposure, but its teudency in
every case is to complete destruction oi FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.
the physical system, sooner or later.
S. S. S. is a 6afe and infallible cure for
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
this bad disease the only antidote for
o
thi9 specific poison. It cures Contagious
In Santa Fe, eat at Bon-Tores
Mood Poison iu every form and stage taurant.
thoroughly and permanently. S. S. S.
contains no Mercury, Potash or other
Ruppe's drug store open ah mgbt,
harmful minerals, but is strictly and every night.
cntiiely a vegetable remedy, and we offei
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen
$1,000.00 reward for proof that it U not.
o
WM
OUR. MEDICAL wh'c
,
Demingl Have you been there? If
years ag-olished
,
nrPARTMFVT lB jolna' a noble not, you should get there for the big
work In relieving suffering-- . Give out sale of lots on the o17th of this month
physicians a short h. story of your case
will cost
and gat their advice. Thissay
CORSETS ON SALE AT AN UNwill be HEARD OF FIGURE. ROSENWALD
you nothing, and what you
With BROS.
held In strictest confidence.
book on
their help and a copy of our you
can
Contagious Blood Poison
jJemlng has Increased 50 per cent, in
case
your
manage
own
and cur yourpopulation in lour years.
self at borne.
e
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ca
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.

Sale
of New Wrappers

vWt'-

C,

3

A Special

v.'

Fa-be- r,

n

Now is Your Chance to Buy Cheap
AT

left-over-

MAMDELL & GRUNSfELD,

COntaglOtlS

Blood Poison SSf-

Until the first of August on account of dissolution of the firm.

Boys' long pants suits

all $10.00 for

Boys Linen 3 piece
Suits.
All $2.25

and

$2.50

suits for. . .$1.25

Children's Blouse

Suits
All $3.50 now
All $5.00 now

All $8.00 for

$6.75

All $11.0U for

$8.75

$2.25
$3.50

aii

$13.00 for

All 115.00 for
All $17.00 for

r

$9.75

m

$7. 75

6.25

Boy's 3 piece Suits

Youth's Clothing:

25c

All Linen Pants 35c for

1

"

8.50

n

7S

$12.50

All $5.ou and $0 5n now
$3.75
All $3.75. $4.00 and $1.25 now. .$3.00
A11
5.ji0i ,6 00 anJ 6 50 now
A b(J

Boy's 2 piece Suits
A" 3.0 and $3.25 now
All $loo aud $ 1.50 now
Al!$o.OO and $5.50 now

$2.25
$3.00
$4.00
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People in the Vicinity of Grants
'

LAMPS
COOKING UTENSILS,
HAMMOCKS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
DINNER SETS,
INDIAN POTTERY,
MEXICAN HATS.

CUT GLASS,
CHAMBfcK SETS,
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
JARDINIERES,

PICTURbo,

W. M ALETTE,
A. B. McGaffey A Co.

OPEN EVENINGS.

I

!!"

WEST RAILROAD AVE

CXXXD0000CO000CXX)CX3D00000ro

BORRADAILE
-

A

5l

CO.

Furniture,
Crockery,
Graniteware,

"a. 3--

Deputy United States Marshals Fred
tocrveehan and Fred Fornoff arrived
last nigV. from a trip to Gallup. They
report the people In the neighborhood
of Grants exrlted over the appearance
of smoke issuing from one of the supposed extinct volcanic craters, located
west of that place. Tne old volcano is
about eighteen miles distant from
Grants and as the train only stopped
there a few minutes, the gentlemen
were unable to determine whether the
smoke, which puffs forth In large volumes, was coming from the old crater
or whether It was coming from some
forest fire In that vicinity.
Simon IJIbo, the general merchant,
has dispatched a man to the hills near
the scene of the smoke to ascertain as
near as possible where the smoke la
coming from, and if from a crater,
which one, as there are several In that
locality. It is said that for several
years the ground around the largest
crater has been gradually growing
warmer, until it has become so hot
that ihe vegetation on its crest has
cease d to grow. The lava beds formed
by this volcano, when active, are the
largest In the United States, extending
down the valley of Itio Puerco 125
miles.

Mrs. W. H. Hahn departed Saturday
nfght for Brooklyn. N. Y., where she
will visit her parents and her daughter,
Miss Grace, until fall. On her return,
Miss Grace will accompany her mother
home.

lxuils Huning and Walter Cornell
spent Sunday in lxs I.unas, returning
to this city this morning.
Chronic bronchial troubles and summer roughs ran be quickly relived and
cured by Foley's Honey and Tar.
Pharmacy.

James Lucas and w.je, well known
and popular people of Cerrlllos, are la
the city, and today are visiting the popular stores of the metropolis. They
will return north tomorrow morning.
Ten Years in Bed.
It. A. Gray. J. P., Oakville,

Ind.,

writes: "For ten years I was confined to my bed with disease of my kidneys. It was so severe that I could
not move part of the time. I consulted
the very best medical skill availahle,
but could get no relief until Foley's
Kidney Cure was recommended to me.
It has been a Godsend to me."
Pharmacy.
Squares,
Hot Weather Weakness.
o
If you feel fagged out, listless and
picnics a party always wants the
For
Mattresses,
lacking in energy, you are perhaps suf- best of everything. We are headquarfering from the debilitating effects of ters for all kinds of picnic goods. We
Springs,
summer weather. These symptoms in- can give valuable suggestions as to
dicate that a tonic Is needed that will variety. We have all kinds of
" New and Second
create a healthy appetite, make digesCanned meats
perfect, regulate the bowels and
Deviled goods
Household Goods tion
Impart natural activity to the liver.
Soft shelled crabs
This, Herbine will do; it Is a tonic, laxSpecked trout in tomatoes
Sizcs-$3.0- 0 ative and restorative.
H. J. Freegard.
Loafed meats
proprietor Grand View Hotel, Cheney,
Sardines
Kan., writes: "I have used Herbine
Cheese
on
12
years,
nothing
and
for the last
Crackers
earth can neat it. It was recommendMeats in glass
by
Newton,
Newton,
Dr.
ed to me
Relishes
Cosmopolitan
Pharmacy,
Kan." 50c at
Preserves
B. Ruppe.
and olives
Pickles
o
Send us your orders by 'phone, mail
I. Freudenberg, general merchant of
be satisfied.
Albuquerque N. M. Bernalillo, spent several hours in the or in person. You willGROCERY
CO.
THE JAFFA
city Saturday evening.

Tinware,
Art

INTERESTING

NEWS

Alva-rad-

o

IN ADVERTISING TT IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
OUR .HEADERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNG. IT IS NOT
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY Ai' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT
WEEK.
READ THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
one

Gold Avenue

$12.50

WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
. -- iLVET RIBBON I SATIN BACK) WHICH
WILL BE SOLD AT
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF
"SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

OF

ROSENWALD BROS.
0. W.

M

N

House Furnishings,

--

nHand Goods.

Just Demand

A

For Recognition

00D

STA

SS5W5WSi5iy tt&V&VWB c 0 a o o 0 0 a c e 6 0 e o a a 6 a 0 a 0 o o o o a

Havana Cigars
2 for 25 Cents

How to Avoid Trouble.
Now Is the time to provide yourself
and family with a bottle of Chamber-Iain'- s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Hemedy. It Is almost certain to be
needed before the summer is over, and
if procured now may save you a trip
to town In the night or In your busiest
season. It is everywhere admitted to
be the most successful medicine in use
for bowel complaints, both for children
and adults. No family can afford to be
without It. For sale by all druggists.

Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit in the house for

This includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
we as is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, H. & W. Corset waists,
85c
they sell for $1.25; sale price
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale
50c
price
$3.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price.
.$2.60
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; Bale price
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $2.75; sale price. ... .$2.00
.85c
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.50; sale price

Iron Beds All
Up.'
Household Goods on
Easy Payments.

-

117

Crater.

that gets your lungs sore and weak
and paves the way for pneumonia or
consumption, or both. Acker's English Remedy will stop the cough in a
day and heal your lungs. It will cure
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
all throat and lung troubles. Positively guaranteed, and money refunded if
not satisfied. Write to us for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N.
Y.
J. H. ORIelly & Co., and B. H.
Briggs & Co.

INDIAN BLANKETS,
CARVING SETS,

216

From

TO BE INVESTIGATED.

hANiJPAINTED CHINA
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

Successor to

Ex

cited Over Smoke Issuing

CALL AND SEE OUR

J.

It's Just a Cough

;

IS IT ALIVE?

COCXXXOCXXIOOCXXXDOOOC
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Undertakers and Embalmers.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
All classified advertisements
Note
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Superintendent

Both 'Phones in Our

FOR RENT.

FOR RENT Large cool rooms for
light housekeeping.
524 West RailMiss May Kraft and Miss Ethel
road avenue. Rent reasonable.
Greig, school teachers at Bernalillo,
RENT Furnished house in High
spent Sunday in the city, returning FOR
lands; three or four rooms as
heme this morning.
520 South Arno ptreec.
A
FOR RENT Storage room for wool or
A Splendid Remedy
Steam carpet
other commodities.
Neuralgic pains, rheumatism, ;l.lum
cleaning works, 610 North Third
bago and sciatic pains yield to the penstreet.
etrating influence of Ballard's Snow
Liniment. It penetrates to the nerves
FOR SALE.
and bone, and being absorbed Into the
blood. Its healing properties are con- FOR SALE A two story frame house
veyed to every part of the body and
of eight rooms, with hot and cold
effect some wonderful cures. Mr. D. F.
water, bath and other modern conMoore, agent Illinois Central railway,
veniences; splendid outhouses; lot
"I have used
Milan, Tenn., states:
ground 100x142 feet. Inquire on the
Ballard's Snow Liniment for rheumapremises of Mrs. H. J. Render, No.
my
family.
etc,
backache,
It
in
tism,
611 South Broadway.
do
remedy.
not
splendid
could
We
is a
SALE A good paying business;
without it." 25c, 50c and $1 00 at Cos- FOR
for selling. Address letter
reasons
mopolitan Pharmacy, B. Kuppe.
D. this office.
o
inch
FOR SALE One and one-hal- f
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
wagon, with pole, double set work
harness; tent, 10x12; one fly, 12x14;
Fe
two, 14x16; camp stove, utensils;
large, heavy grain can; fine gasoline
range, cost $28, sell for $15; first
ORCHESTRA.
class, A grade road wagon, almost
new, single harness; Cross saddle,
Mr. Daniel Geib, clarlonett.
for lady or gentleman, almost new.
Mr. George Craig, piano.
Ask for Mrs. A. E. S., 519 North
Mr. Chas. Needham, cornet.
Second street.
Paul Cook, trombone.
homes
FOR SALE Several bea'-ticu- l
Frank Fuller violin.
and city lots. These are bargains
Are prepared to furnish music for
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
balls, parties, etc. Satisfaction guar
No trouble to show property. See
anteed and music the latest. Address
Jno. W. McQuade. '
FRANK FULLER.
317 South Fourth street, teacher of SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Complete smelting plant at Chloride, N.
violin, cornet, drums and all brass in
M , consisting of water Jacket stack,
struments.
pow100 ton daily capacity;
er boiler and engine and all necesA BIG SHOW COMING
sary machinery and appliances to
make plant complete and up to date.
Everything practically new in operation less than thirty days. This
will be sold at a great bargain for
AND
only a fraction of its cost. For fur-

Office.

201-2-

Flesher & Rosenwald
MAKERS
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YOU CAN ALL RIDE
1

n

n

$Mcs

Call at Korber's repository and
see the largest stock in the south-

lsdiSa!;3!ii

WSJ

Prices lower than ever before and
we will make you easy terms.

2
2
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j Whips, Harness and Top Dressings,
J

'
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Full line of supplies, Lap Robes,

Axle Oils and Saddlery.
English

Shades, Umbrellas,

T

SJ. rVUl UCl

'Canopy

V--

T.,

Tops,

Sun

Bow Tops, Etc.

ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO.

COOCOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

PAGE &

VOORHEES- sPRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

ANIMAL EXPOSITION
WILL EXHIBIT AT

Albuquerque,
June,

Saturday,
14-- .

ther information, address, John
Lee, Albuquerque, N. M.

office.

ers.

At once, white
Motel Highland.

n8

Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE,

jP

A.

Five dollars reward for the
return of Sterling racing wheel
taken from the Hotel Highland. W
A. Harsch.
WANTED The traveling public to
know that the Bland rooming house
in Bland Is open to lodgers. Mrs. W,
M. Mulligan, the proprietress, has re
turned from California.
WANTED Agents, town and county
work; cash weekly.
International
nurseries. No. 4370 Gray street, Denver. Colo.
WANTED A Girl for general housework. Inquire at 301 South Edith

street.

Moths!

Moths!

The insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him off
with a liberal use of camphor moth
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack it in one of our moth and dust
proof bags. It will be safe and sound.

wait-

Geo. B. Williams,

REWARD

WANTED

New Location,
New Stock,
Experienced Druggists,
Next to Postoffice.

girl

.... J

-

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

WANTED.

this

flne-

Brockmeier & Cox,

WANTED To buy or rent a second
hand tire proof safe. Address M,
WANTED

Anywhere from one end to the other,
you can't, find any primer or better
meats than you can get every day at
this market. Spring veal, spring lamb,
and spring broiling chickens, as well
as all the toothsome delicacies in this
line, we have fresh, sweet and delicOur tender and juicy steaks,
ious.
chops and roasts are the delight of the
family. Try a tenderloin today it is

Wm. Fari

LONDON SHOWS

SANGER'S TRAINED

'

5

HOWE'S GREAT

west.

North Sfir.nnH StrAPt

.

.

Pacific Shops'

11

THE COUNTRY

IN

I

Santa

I

STRONG & SONS,

PRESCRIPTION
117

E. J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

See the great bicytio whirl present
and Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
ed by four ladies and four Ki nt Unit ii
bicycle champions.
MISCELLANEOUS.
South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phone 225.
A largo menagerie of rare wild anl
ENERGETIC man can make money
mals.
OCXXXXXXXXXOOOOCOCOOOCOD
distributing samples of merchandise
SO art nlc stars.
10 funny downs.
etc. We secure advertising matter
of
tools
Carpenters'
machinists'
and
Dentistry.
for distribution throughout the counDon't fail to see the free uioiniug
comAlbuquerque
llarware
try and want men to do the work.
Careful, reliable work; reasonable all kinds.
exhibition on the show grounds after
Good pay. Horn association, 1193
rates. Dr. B. Barnes, dentist, room 2, pany.
the free morning street paradi
Broadway, New York.
o
Two performances, afternoon and
N. T. Artnijo building.
A rrMiiti,rsl lanria In Tlpmlne are tin
evening. Doors open at l p. in. and i CASH PAID for distributing samples.
Send stamii American Distributer,
Let us figure on your plumbing.
surpassed for fertility, production of p ni.
Kansas City, Mo.
Excursi rates on all railroads.
Hardware company.
fruita and vegetables of all kinds.

Proprietors.

HARDWARE.,

Good live man or woman,

to take agency for Washington Life
Insurance company in their own
community.
No expense and big
profits if you work. J. H. O Rielly,
peneral manager for New Mexico

DRUGGIST.

West Railroad Avenue.

Automatic

Refrigerators

r .mi un

i

l

.

v

II hug mountain

Freezers
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks,
Ice Chisles.
Best Grades of Garden Hose

r,
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What Is the Use

SCHOOL OF MINES.

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Builders'

and

General Hardware

of Buffering from Indigestion If you eat
what you want, cr of starving yourself
Close of a Very Satisfactory Year's to
avoid such distress? Acker's Dyspepsia Tablets taken after eating will
Work at One cf New Mexico's
digest your food perfectly and free
you from all the disagreeable sympTerritorial Institutions.
toms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
what you want at any time and take an

'ADDRESS

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
HINERS

TTTXTTC
1 JtLlN 1 O

WALL
WEDQE

AND WAGON COVERS.

AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUEPLANlNGMILLCo
Manufacturers of

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to or-

der.

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
DECORATIVE
EFFECT
Is a most Important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best resuits are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only In jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S. F.

0000000000OC 300

PELTIER BROS.

Plumbing and Heating.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
206 West Gold Avenue,

Albuquerque,

N. M.

oooooooooooooooo

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTiaE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of. Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

oorjooooooooooooooo
KCCX3K)K0K)X

both games.
At 8 o'clock in the evening one of

the

largest and most select audiences ever
assembled in the city on a similar occasion filled the spacious auditorium of
the Garcia opera house to listen to the
literary exercises. The room was pro
fusely decorated with the national col
ors and the yellow and white of the

Hanks of flowers
adorned the front of the stage and pre
sented a handsome effect. On the stage
were seated as guests of the School of
Mines, Hon. A. A. Freeman, the speaker oi the evening; Hon. Daniel H. Mc
Millan, associate Justice of the Fifth
judicial district, and Hev. Joseph
also the members of the
board of trustees and of the faculty of
the school. After an earnest invoca
tion by Hev. McConnell and a piano
duet by Misses Estelle Greenwald and
School of Mines.

Theta Jones, a most excellent performance which was awarded an enthusiastic encore, Judge Freeman delivered
the address of the evening.
Judge Freeman chose for the subject
of his address, "The Rights and Duties
of American Citizenship," a subject on
which he could well speak as one hav
ing authority. His reputation as a pulv
lie speaker is such as to arouse antici
pations of something far more than or
dinary whenever he is announced to
deliver a public address and the antici
pation was realized in this instance.
While Borne of the speaker's allusions
to political questions might not meet
the approval of the majority or those
of his own political iaith. in making
those allusions he exemplified his advice to young men not to surrender the
right of individual Judgment to the dictation of a majority. The address was
scholarly, replete with advice to young
men and well received.
The awarding of diplomas and the
presentation of the C. T. Drown gold

Acker tablet afterward.
Positively
guaranteed. Your money will always
be refunded if yor are not satisfied.
Write to us for a free sample. W. H.
Hooker & Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. 11.
O RIelly & Co., and B. H. Brlggs & Co.

I

The California limited No. 3 arrived
today two hours late. The daily limited has been annulled since the first of
June and today's train was the first
of the
to pass through
semi-weekl-

A. J. MALOY, 214

W. Railroad Ave

oooocooooooooo
'J
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS.

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking

Navajo

OtrATBtND,?-

Powder,

Ingenious Japanese

t

y

Albuquerque.

our

Tax on Babies.
Extreme hot weather is a great tax
upon the digestive power of babies;
when puny and feelde they should be
given a few doses of White's Cream
Vermifuge, the children's tonic. It will
stimulate and facilitate tne digestion
of their food, so that they soon become
strong, healthy and active. 25c at Cosmopolitan t narmacy, B. Ruppe.

ways exercising their ingenuity
in devising cool and unique floor
coverings,
which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We are In receipt of very
handsome Japanese and China

I

stock

purchasing

before

Mattings, also Floor Coverings

s
United States Attorney W. B.
was a passenger to Santa Fe last
night.
Chil-der-

of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
In the world, that we are selling
at the lowest prices. Look over
who live in a hot climate, are
We can save you
money.

!

Whooping Cough.

little son had an attack of whooping cough and was threatened with
pneumonia; but for Cliamberlaln's
Cough Remedy we would have had a
serious time of it. It also saved him
from several severe attacks of croup.
H. J. Strickfaden. editor
Fair Haven, Wash. For sale by
an druggists.
o
.1
E. Saint sipcretnrv nt the Knntn
Fe Central railway snent Sunday with
his family.
Cholera Morbus a Dangerous Disease.
In many instances attacks or cnoiera
morbus terminate fatally before medi
cine can be procured or a physician
summoned. The safe way Is to keep
at hand a reliable medicine for use In
such cases For this purpose there is
nothing so sure as Cliamberlaln's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. W.
E. Bosworth. of Lafayette. Ala., says:
"In June, 19oo, I had a serious attack
of cholera morbus and one dose of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
rhea Remedy gave me relief in fifteen
minutes." r or sale by all druggists.
o
Mr. and Mrs. B. Ruppe entertained
a number of friends at their home on
North Second street on Sunday n!ght.
in honor of Mr. Ruppe's 39th birthday.
The evening was spent with games
and music. Refreshments were served.
My

Woriu-Her-al-

OLD

RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

'

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Carrie
tba Large!
and noet Ex tend va
Stock of

Flour, Grain
and Provisions.
Car lot

StapleOroceries

paclalljr.

found couth west.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

Constipated Bowels.
To have good health, the body should
be kept in a laxative condition, and the
bowels moved at least once a day, so
that all the poisonous wastes are ex
pelled daily. Mr. G. L. Edwards, M
North Main street, Wichita, Kan.,
writes: "I have used Herblne to regulate the liver and bowels for the past
ten years, and found It a reliable rem
edy." 50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
B. Ruppe.

U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.

To-pe- ka

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

.......

president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
II.. F. Raynolds,

Joshua S. Raynolds,

America's Greatest Shows.
If you have no girl borrow someone
medal followed. Diplomas were award- else's e!rl and go to the big show on
ed in the various courses by Director June 14, at. Albuquerque. It Is the big
Fayette A. Jones as follows : Prepara- gest show (that has exhibited here.
tory, Elston Everett Jones; surveying,
On the first Indication of kidney
Charles II. Shamel; assaying, E. W.
Eaton, Charles 11. Shamel. Haynes A. trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kid
Howell, and Elston E. jones. The gold ney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
medal, which is bestowed upon the
Mexican drawn work In endless va
student showing the greatest prone
iency during at least one full year's rloty at Albert Faber'a, 305 Railroad
work in assaying, chemistry and metal-lurgy- , avonue.
was won by Elston E. Jones.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
The meoal was fittingly bestowed by
o
F. C. Lincoln, professor of chemistry,
Curtains! Curtains!! Curtains!!!
and acknowledged by the recipient in
We are snowing up to date lace curneat and appropriate terms. A double
in Brussels net. Irish point, Ara
quartet by Mesdames Griffith, Sleight. tains
net, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
Savler and Hilton, and Messrs. Joseph blan
Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
E. Smith, Kittrell, Stansbury and O. H. muslin.
Smith was well rendered, much appre avenue.
o
ciated, and heartily encored.
Tin, calvanized iron and copper
The evening's exercises were fol work. Albuquerque Hardware
lowed bv the annual commencement
Native and Chicago Lumber.
ball, which is always looked forward
to by the citizens of Socorro as the
showing
are
most
extensive
We
the
chief social event of the season. The line of
ALWAV,,'7ocri
Sherwin-Willia- ms
and boys' ready-to-wea- r
ball Thursday night was fully up to the- clothes men's
Denver and Los Anbetween
Socor!
BLINDS,
LongPLASTKK
DOORS.
8ASH,
of
majority
great
Weare
Best
A
standard.
Covers More! Looks
Avegeles Simon
!
Most Economical I Full Measure ! L1MK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, KtO
ro's lovers of dancing and many mvit nue Clothier. Stern, the Railroad
est
ed guests from abroad were present.
o
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
The scene in the large auditorium of
cigars, two for 25 cents,
Statehood
ana
inv
the mipra house was beautiiui
o
pressive. Flags and bunting hanging
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
in graceful folds from alove. a proinspirJust received, another invoice of refusion of floral decorations, and
ing strains of music lent a leneneent frigerators, $ 10 to $32, all good values;
influence which was attested by the also an Invoice of Brussels carpets,
bright, happy faces of scores of people lace curtains, rugs, etc., at prices that
moving in the graceful mazes of the defy competition. Futrelle Furniture
SIMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
dance. The excellent music furnished company.
by Professor Dl Mauro's orchestra of
Finest
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Albuquerque lent additional eclat to
Whiskies,
JOSEPH BAHNETT,
t)i occasion and insured tneir rereiv
Brandies,
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen.
Ing another call to visit Socorro in the
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.

FOUND A HOME!
S. VANN&SON,

Jewelers and Opticians.
TO

POSTOFFICE.

BALDRIDGE
Paint Building Paper

m ST. ELMO

near future.
Thus ends the most successful year
in the history of the School of Mines,
judged by numbers in attendance ana
quality of work done. The facilities
fnr wnrk were ereatly increased lust
summer by the proceeds of the sale
and lease of public lands donated to
institution and bv the gcnerosn
general assembly.
of the
This increased revenue lias been ex
pended to the best possible advantage
by the present excellent board of trustees, who have insisted upon a conservative financial policy in all matters pertaining to the management of
Too
the affairs of the institution.
said in commendation
much can not
is t,,w expectation of
of this policythe board Mill further greatly to increase the facilities and efficiency of
the School of Mines during the coining

Railroad Time Tables

Blankets,

thirty-fourt-

year.

..,VS..

WILLIS, N.

M.

Board and lodging 57.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of
charge, from Glorietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing section of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address

Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop., Willis,

o

Dissolution of Partnership.
The firm heretofore existing under
the name and style of Hailing Brothers,
doing business in the city of Abuquer-qiie- .
New Mexico, is this dav dissolved
by mutual consent, Simon Hailing having purchased the entire interest of
Steve Hailing in the concern.
SIMOM

N. M.

HALl-IXC,-

.

STEVE HAI.l.INO.

Albuquerque, N. M., May 31, l!iu2.

'

'iVf

(In Effect June
No.
No.
No

l'M2.)

1,

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
Ex press. ..
Mex. i-- Cal. Express.

1.
7.

California

.:

California Limited

.

.

.
.

. .

7: 15 p.m.
5 p.m.
In : 5 a.m.

1

it

No.
No.

LEAVE GOING NORTH.
Express
8:30 a.m.
11: 55 p.m.
Limited
Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
Tl, Atlantic Express .... 7: 10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
.7, Mexico Express
11:oo p.m.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
-- . Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
I, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
Chicago Express
C: 45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.

COMHERCIAL

California Express.... 8: 15 p.m.
California Limited. ... :"t a.m.
No. 7. Mex. & Cal. Express. 10: 45 p.m.
N o. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
.
N
3 arrives Thursday and
day:
4 arrives Tuesday ami Fri1.

N.

.'!,

1

f

CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor

-

day:

F. L. MYERS, Agent.

....

THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY

1

Mon-No-

RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDING.

r

.

1.

SANTA FE PACIFIC

oooofooaoooooecooooooooooi
I
I
MAUSARD'S
MILLS
0

.

No

1.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

:

No. U. Atlantic
No. I, Chicago
No. S.Chicago

Houses at
Warning.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
If you have kidney indication or bladVEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
der trouble and do not use Foley's Kid- No.
ney Cure, you will have only yourself
ETA, N. M.
to I. lame for results, as it positively No
cures all forms of kidney and bladder
diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy.
No.

The Mountain House,

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

335
mm

!

Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.
-

1

Prop.

KELLY & CO.

.sttwaaHOB8-

Tr

AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

J. C.

Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
In the territory.

a

Thursday was a gala day tor Socorro,
the occasion being tne festivities connected with the eighth annual commencement of the New Mexico School
of Mines. Never before did so large
and enthusiastic a concourse of the
patrons and friends of the institution
a8semlile to manifest their Interest in
its work and progress. This was to be
expected for the reason that the year
just closed was the most successful
and satisfactory In all respects In the
history of the school.
The day's festivities were inaugurated with a ball game in the morning
between Mr. Martin's Santa Fe Centrals and the School of Mines team.
Owing to the two defeats of the latter
at Santa Fe last week there was a
strong determination on their part to
redeem themselves, but the visitors
won this game hy sharp playing with
ease uy score of 15 to 7. A second game
was played in the afternoon, however,
and honors were made even In a hotly
contested struggle in which the home
team won by a score of 21 to 20. A
large and enthusiastic assembly of
lovers of the national sport witnessed

RAILROAD

FABER,

REMOVED NEXT

Still a Growing

'

BY JUDGE FREEMAN.

ALBERT

I
0

Albuquerque,

&

J

New Mexico: 5
m
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petition about town securing the signatures of business men favorable to tho
retention of the fences enclosing pasture lands controlled by small cattle-

New
Towns
Mexico
x.MimM.MmmfjM.,ajiTVMSx

ATTENTION

and Mrs.. Solomon Sly, of Silver
City, are In town to remain. Mrs. Lane,
'annua mumsmuswtasjBmiSw
daughter. Is temporarily with th in.
RINCON.
tween June 1 and June 15, to be the aThey
guest of the summer of Governor and Lee. are the parents of Mrs. John
From" Lns Crures Progress.
Mrs. M. A. Otero. Miss Freeman Is a
MIf8 Hannah Qulnn, of Philadelphia,
Miss Mary Lyons and Master Clar niece of Mrs. Otero.
here to remain for a time. She
on
list.
enee Kowe are
the sick
Work on the new residence of Coun- arived
J. M. Hoy and his youngest daughter ty Commissioner Arthur Sellgman.now Is the niece of Miss Teresa McMene-mand was shocked to find her uncle,
have Rone up to the springs to visit being erected on upper Palace avenue
Patrick Sweeney, dead. Her first real
Mrs. Hoy.
under the supervision of Architect W. New
Mexico experience was that of atHeavy train loads of ore front the H. Wherry. Is progressing very rapidly
Santa Hita district pass through here and satisfactorily and the residence tending his funeral.
The ladies of the Catholic church
daily bound east.
will be finished about July 1. It will
to postpone the fair
A. Sangre has some splendid speci be built in colored style and will be have decided
mens of marble which he found a short very commodious and comfortable. feature of their Fourth of July doings.
distance from this place.
The work on it is of the best nnd The ball and refreshment features,
Alfonso Hoy and Juan de Plos Cha- most durable and highly recommend- however, will materialize and the
dancing public will be asked to buy
ves have returned from the Palomas ed.
on and after the June pay
hot springs very much improved In
Miss Pinkie Ford, who for the past tickets
health.
year has efficiently filled the position dav. general Rtreet cleaning
The
has been
Division Superintendent McNally. of bookkeeper and stenographer for
Building and Hrlilge Superintendent the New Mexican Printing company, delayed through the inability of the
Harlan, were here inspecting and sup- left for her home at Las Cruces. 3he society to pecure help, owinir to the
ervising Improvements contemplated has accepted a position as stenograph- rush of the haying season. However
by the railroad company.
er for the New Mexico College of Agri- it Is expected that difficulty will be
Rlncon was overrun by & band of culture and Mechanic Arts at Mesllla overcome by next Monday, when the
Hungarian gypsies the fore part of the Park, which she will assume next week. garbage heaps may gradually disapweek, trading, begging and telling for- Miss Ford made many friends during pear.
A half wltted Mexican found nine
tunes. It was a strong combination her stay in Santa Fe who wish her
They have gone abundant success in her new position. $1 bills and a pipe one day recently,
to the olfactories.)
evidently the little store of some felbut the scent remains.
low touring the country. Th native
On Wednesday, at 12 o'clock p. m.,
Saved From An Awful Fate.
"Everybody said I had consumption." was so astonished at finding the money
Mrs. Emlteria Del fin de Samaniego exand so fearful of the consequences
pired, aged 59, after a lingering Illness. writes Mrs. A. M. Shields, of
She leaves a large family and a host
Pa. "I was so low after six should it be tound In his possession
of friends to mourn her loss.
months of Bevere sickness, caused by that he turned It over to Dr. C. G.
Mr. Forrester, an attorney at law ot hay fever and asthma, that few Cruickshank. It will be considered as
the firm of Frenger & Forrester, paid thought I could get well, but 1 learned a donation to the park fund should the
We of the marvelous merit of Dr. King's owner remain In the background.
Rincon a visit last Wednesday.
found him to be an affable and pleas- New Discovery for consumption, used
Spring Fever.
ant gentleman. His old friends were it, and was completely cured." For des
Spring fever is another name for bilpleased to meet him. Ra well as the perate throat and lung diseases it Is iousness.
It is more serious than most
new ones waich he made, who would the safest cure in the world, and Is in people
think. A torpid liver and inacfallible for coughs, colds and bronchial
be glad to see him often.
poisoned system.
affections. Guaranteed bottles 5nc and tive lowels mean a
Only one remedy In the world that $1.00. Trial bottles free at all drug- It neglected, serious illness may follow
such symptoms. DeWltt's Little Early
will at once stop ichlness of the skin gists.
Risers remove all flanger by stimulatin any part of the body; Doan's Ointing the liver, opening the bowels and
LAS CRUCES.
ment. At any drug store, bo cents.
cleansing the system of Impurities.
From the Republican.
Safe pills. Never gripe. "I have taken
SOCORRO.
Miss Irene Morley left for the Mor-le- DeWltt's Little Early Risers for torpid
From the Chieftain.
liver every spring for years," writes R.
Chamberino ranch.
Prof, and Mrs. O.R. Smith will spend
Daura Peacock came In from his M. Everly. Moimdsville, W. Va. "They
the summer vacation In Socorro and ranch for a few days on a visit to his do me more good than anything I have
vicinity.
family.
ever tried." J. H. O'Rielly & Co.. and
The appearance of the church of San
It Is rumored that there will be a B. H. Brlggs & Co.
Miguel has just been much improved wedding on the 5th, soon after the
Al. Thelln, the barber, has returned
by the repairing of the cupalos.
commencement ball.
Mrs. Chas. Tabacchi. of Clifton.
Mrs. J. A. Baird was up from El to the city from his mission to Kansas
Is visiting at the home of her Paso the fore part of the week visiting City, having left fiis motherless children with their grandmother.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Katzen-stein- , Mrs. L. L. Roberts.
on California street.
The closet of the public school burnNo good health unless the kidneys
Ross McMillan. J. Leon Knapp and ed last Sunday night, the fire being
are
sound. Foley's Kidney Cure makes
James Berry came In from an extend- supposed to be of incendiary origin.
the kidneys right. Alvarado
sheep
ed stay on the
Mrs. Nestor Armijo left for Loretto,
ranches east of San Antonio.
Ky.. and before returning expects to
Thos, Brown, of Franklin, Pa., sec- visit New York and other eastern
The 'M. C. Ortiz team defeated the
retary of the Standard Oil company points.
Como Estanos team in a game of ball
and president of the Cerrlllos Smelting
The stores will close on Tuesday af- at the fair grounds yesterday aftercompany, was a visitor in the city.
ternoon so as to give all the clerks in noon by a score of 22 to 0.
annual commence- town an opportunity to attend the
The twenty-thirment of Mount Carmel academy, conFilthy Temples In India.
meet on that day.
ducted by the Sisters of Loretto, will
Sacred cows often defile Indian temW. T. Cliver, general agent for the
take place at the Garcia opera house Rio Grande Land company, spent a day ples, but worse yet Is a body that's polJune 12.
in the valley. Mr. Cliver reports heavy luted by constipation. Don't permit It.
rains from Las Vegas north to above Cleanse your system with Dr. King's
We tell the greatest of blood puri- Denver and all over Kansas and Okla- New Life Pills and avoid untold misery. They give lively livers, active
fiers. Acker's Blood Elixer, under a pos- homa the past few weeks.
itive guarantee. It will cure chronDr. McConnell's horse while hitched bowels, good digestion, fine appetite.
ic end other blood poisons.
If you at Shalem last Wednesday night lay Only 25c at all druggists.
o
have eruptions or sores on your body, down on the shafts, breaking them
or are pale, weak or run down, it is while the doctor was enjoying the
Melvln Summers Is In from his goat
just what you need. We refund money Shalem dance. He was a little late ranch, enjoying the luxuries of civilizaif you are not satisfied. 60 cents and getting home the next morning.
tion a few days.
$1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and B. H.
F. C. Barker has nearly ten acres
Interesting to Asthma Sufferers.
Brlggs tc Co.
planted with cantaloupes, watermelDaniel Bante. of Ottervllle, Iowa,
o
ons, cucumbers, squashes, chill and towrites: "I have had asthma for three
LAS VEGAS.
matoes.
All are well advanced and or
years and have tried about all
stewing fruit, which will be ripe some thefour
cough
and asthma cures in the
From the Optic.
time before the Fourth of July.
treatment
Edward Rosenwald, cousin of E.
wan- market and have received
Ralph
French
Henry
and
Bauer
came up from bis home in ted to take a ride Friday afternoon. from physicians In New York and
cities, but got very llttle'benefit
Albuquerque for a short visit and
They were shy one horse and seeing a other
I tried Foley's Honey and Tar
good looking until
standing
a
beside
native
Miss Lola Deutschman and Richard animal rented it from him for the af- which gave me immeuiate relief and 1
will never be without it in my house.
Hoffman will be married by Rev. J. H. ternoon,
paying the rental In advance. I sincerely recommend it to all." AlBourne, of the Baptist church.
a
few
later
hours
they
When
returned
varado Pharmacy.
Mrs. Hammond, mother of the sucfound an irate owner looking for
cessful dairyman, returned from a trip they
a
They
had
horse
his
rented
C. F. Montoya, of Bland, is In the
tn Albuquerque, where she visited Mrs. fromhorse.
wrong man and had to pay a city today.
the
formerly
Frost,
Miss Mira Harknees of second time.
this city.
Of what does a bad taste in your
Simon A. Clements, Jr., a Las Vegas
Ready to Yield.
mouth remind you? It indicates that
born and bred boy, writes from Den"I used DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve your stomach Ib in bad condition and
ver, Colo., where he Is at present locat- for piles and found it a certain cure," will remind you that there is nothing
ed and doing well.
says S. R. Meredith. Willow Grove, so good for such a disorder as ChamThe many friends of Mr. and Mrs. E. Del. Operations unnecessary to cure berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
C. de Baca, will regret to learn of the piles. They always yield to DeWltt's after having once used them.
They
death of their little daughter. Marie Witch Hazel Salve. Cures skin dis- cleanse and Invigorate the stomach
Juana, at their home ihursday night. eases, all kinds of wounds. Accept no and regulate the bowels. For sale at
The little girl was 2 years old.
counterfeits. J. H. O Rielly & Co., and 25 cents per box at all druggists.
Word was received from Dr. W.C B. H. Brlggs & Co.
Bailey saying that his father, the Rev.
Miss Barclay, with a number of InSAN MARCIAL.
Lansing Bailey, of Geneva. N. Y., had
dian children, came In from the west
passed away. The doctor was there
last night, and continued north to
Cholocco, Oklahoma, school. where
when death came, having'been called From the Bet
The Infant child of Mr. and Mrs. L. Miss Barclay Is one of the teachers.
In anticipation.
M. Lasley has been at death's door
with cholera infantum.
From the Record.
For biliousness use Chamberlain's
They
Mrs. James Roby and Gus Leseman, Stomach and Liver Tablets.
P. W. Condit and wife left on No. 2
today for the east. Mrs. Condit will Jr., have undertaken their annual sum- cleanse the stomach and regulate the
stop off at Newton, Kas., to visit her mer outing on the Pecos.
liver and bowels, effecting a quick and
Mrs. W. G. Lane and children have permanent cure. For sale by all drug
mother, and Mr. Condit will go on direct to Carbondale, 111., to his new po- taken up their residence at Rosedale. gist.
where they will spend a good part of
sition in the Ilinois Central offices.
Enjoyable Affair.
The little family quarrel reported the summer.
A large and jolly crowd of railroad
P. W. Vaughn is In from the ranch
yesterday has taken a different turn.
and their lady friends attended
The wife, who had her two children on business. He was thrown from his boys reception
given at the Knights of
taken from her on account of her de- horse one day recently and luckily es- the
Pythias hall Saturday night, aa a faresertion of her husband and misconduct caped with only a sprained hand.
greeting to George llrucklacher,
Robert Parsons, whose crazy act of well left
with another man, has sworn out a
last night to accept the new
warrant against her husband for kid- taking a human life for the sprinkling who
tendered him at Tampico,
naping. The husband's name is Thom- of his new boots was telegraphed all position through
a recent promotion.
as Bridindame. Later The wife did over the country has not been indicted Mexico,
The hall was brilliantly lighted and
not appear and Thomas was released. by the grand jury.
ladies.
Cap. Jack Crawford was passing a thronged with gaily dressed
Floral decorations were conspicuous at
SANTA FE.
every appointment. Delicious refresh
THREE DAYS.
ments were Berved during the entire
From the New Mexican.
The music furnished by a
evening.
Leandro Sena, aged 20 years and Z
Then Postum Saved Him.
full orchestra was one of the features
months, died at the home of h's BarIt makes rather solid friends of peothe evening. In fact everything nec
ents, Julio Sena and wife, Marcelina ple when they discover a liquid food cf
essary to make the affair as pleasant
Kedrigues.
thut will save life in extreme cases of as possible was to be had and the mer-lAt the cathedral Margarita, ihe need.
tarried until the wee hours
Mm.
tif
Mr.
daughter
and
rharmin.1
Speaking of Postum Food Coffee, a i,l makers
morning.
U'.e
Antonio .lose Rati, was married to lady in Toledo, Ohio, says: "For over
Mr. llrucklacher made many friends
Pedro N. Lobato.
live year.-- row I have used Postum among the railroad boys, while occuThe new hall to be built at Loretto Coffee entirely In place of the ordinary pying the Vosition
foreman in the
academy is to be completed by Octo- coffee or tea.
local machine shops, who will regret at
"1 used to have stomach-troubl- e
ber 1, as on October 15. the academy
and 1.1s departure. His new position is one
every time I drank a cup of ordinary step higher im the railroad ladder and
will celebrate Its Jubilee in the hall.
Emil IJibo writes Hon. Atmirto Cha- coffee suffered the greatest distress. Mr. llrucklacher Is to be congratuves that after a trip through western My troubles left when I left off coffee lated.
Valencia and Bernalillo count'es. he and began using Postum.
found that ihe percentage of lambs
"The most severe test I know of was
Changed Hands.
saved In thoro paits is 80 per cent.
when my husband was down with gasYesterday, June 1, the Hotel HighAdjutant General W. H. Whiteman tric typhoid fever. His stomach would land passed from the management of
returned from Denver, where he spent retain nothing: we tried milk and vari- F. H. Mitchell to C. II. Brlggs. while
the prst few days with Mis. Whiteman. ous other drinks. Everything we put E. H. Strong resigned as clerk and
who has recovered from u serious at- into his stomach would come up In less H. R. Elwell took charge instead. Mr.
tack of heart trouble. Mrs. Whiteman than three minutes. After the third Mitchel will devote his attention to
day of this kind of work I concluded to electric street railway matters. In
returned with him.
J. U. Harper, superintendent of irri- give him some Postum Coffee. He which he is Interested, while Mr.
gation for the Pueblo Indians, has re- drank it and relished it and retained it, Strong left for Denver where he will
turned from Washington, where he had and for four weeks he lived on Postum engage In some mercantile business.
gone to work for an appropriation of and nothing else to speak of. You can The Hotel Highland dining room was
$83,000 for the construction of exten- depend upon it that Postum gained well patronized yesterday, and Mr.
sive irrigation works for the Zunl Pu- some good friends, for husband would Briggs opens up under the most favor
have died If it had not been for the able circumstances.
eblo Indians.
Miss Freeman, daughter of General nourishment afforded by Postum CofA large number of hoboes are again
Henry B. Freeman, will arrive in San- fee." Name given by Postum Co., Batnesting tLe city.
ta Fe (rom Washington some time be- - tle Creek, Mich.
Mr.
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Conditions will be effected

Discovery.
It heals diseases of the stomach and
organs
of digestion
other
and nutrition, perfectly
and permanently. Many
diseases, iseemingly remote from the stomach,
have their origin in a
diseased condition of the
orjrans of digestion and nutrition. "Golden
Medical Discovery " cures through the
stomach, diseases which have their origin
In a diseased condition of the stomach, and
hence diseases of liver, lungs, heart and
other organs are cured by use of the "Discovery."
It contains no alcohol, neither
opium, cocaine, or other narcotic.
It is a
true temperance medicine.
Accept no substitute for "Golden Medical Discovery."
There is nothing else
'
"just as good
"I was a total wreck could not sleep or eat,"
writes Mr. J O. Heers, of Berrymsn. Crawford
Co., Mo. "For two years I tried medicine from
doctors hut received very little benefit. I lost
8esh and strength, was not able to do a Rood
d.iy's work. I commenced taking Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery, and when I had
takeu one hottie I could sleep, and my appetite
was wonderfully improved. . I have taken five
bottles and am still improving."
Dr. Tierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipation by curing the cause. They do

not beget the pill habit.

BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
Just North of the City Limits.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and cigars and Ice
cold bottled beer. Ball and concert
every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley

;

V

RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

oaoooooooooo ooooooocooooo
jj
BACHECHI & GIOMI
0

WHOLESALE

Not That Kind.
We never try to be sensational and
only know one way of doing business,
and that Is the legitimate way. Our

Bar Supplies.

PHILIPPS

MADAME
216

South Second Street.

Z

AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquoss, Cigars and

price reductions on clothing nre made
because we are overstocked. Only this
and nothing more. Simon Stern, the
Railroad Avenue Clothier.

8

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST

free to visitors. Lunches served. Garden has swings and nice shade trees.
Everybody invited and good order preserved.

d

y

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

by the timely use of Dr.
Picice's Golden Medical

,

y

(Established im.)

s,

j

Cham-bersliur-

J. M. riOORE

To physical warning wfll
often prevent a ocrioni
illtvs. When there are
oppressive fullness after
eatinir, bitter risings,
belching, headache, dizii-nesnervousness, with
physical and mental sluggishness, prompt attention should be given to
the condition ofthe digestive and nutritive systems. Not all these
symptoms will occur at
once or fn any single
case, but any one of them
indicates a disordered
condition of the stomach
and other organs of digestion and nutrition.
A prompt cure of these

men.

We carry a full stock of Manitou, Anollinaras and Hunyadl waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Lemps' St. Louis
beer, and also for ML Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors In the city.

Singeing, sham
GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

pooing, hair dress- -

facial
human hair
switches In every
r shape.
Itng,

We make the best door and window
screens. They are far superior to any
made In the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.

NEW TELEPHONE 265.

No. 107 S.

Firat

St, Albuquerque,

N. M.

000000000sC 000000000Oi
B. RUPPE,

2
0

o

Demlng

system.

has a magnificent

school

PRESCRIPTIONS

o

Stateh ood cigars, two for

25

cents.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

I

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

V. V. CLARK,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 106
West Gold avenue, A.uuquerque, N. M.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps;
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
OSTEOPATHY.
Dr. Conner.

Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy. Kirkvllle, Mo. Lung trouble nnd all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR

Automatic telephone, 164.
DENTISTS

23;

E. J. Alger, D. D. S.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over llfeld Brothers.
Ottlce hours: 8 a. m. to 12 d. m.: 1:30 d. m.
to 6 p. m. Automatic telephone No. 4tii
appointments maae oy man.

LAWYERS
ATTORN

Bernard 8. Rodey

Albuquerque. N
Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will prao-tlc- e
In all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.

M.

.

ATTORN
W., Washington,

:

.JT7.S'i- 1

(SHI

iji

t".l

M. Bond

42 F street, N.
lands,
r. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights. cavlaU, letters patent, trade marks, claims.

William D. Lee
ATTORNET-AT-lAOffice, room t
N. T. Armijo building. W ill practice It
all the courts of tho territory.
R. W. D. Bryan

Albuquerque. N.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

M.

Office,

First National Bank building
Frank W. Clancy

rooms 2 and
N. T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N.M
ATTORNET-ai-LA-

E. W. Dobton

Office,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

John

H.

Crora

Stingle,

Cromwell block

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
BELEN, N. M.

PHYSICIANS
Dr. J. E. Bronson

IT. PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Btaplo and Fancy Groceries.

17,

J. A. SKINNER
Do-Je-i

In

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS

Fancy Groceries
WEST

Flour,

Feed, Provisions,
and Grain.-

RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ri.

W.

GROCERIES
Telephone

AND

27.

IN

LIOOORS.

Free deliyerjr to al

Mexico.

Hay

-

Imported

Staple and
208

Prompt Attention
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
Albuqueraue Nw
Street
Flrt

Mail Orders Receive

Homeopathic Physician,
Whiting Block.
DR. I. SAYLIN.
501 North
Physician and Surgeon.
Office. K uitu IV l'acltic hospital. Albania roue. N. M. Private hours. 1 to 3 p. m.
Hospital 'phones: Automatic, 117: old
phone. St.
Room

French and Italian
Ooods.

Sole agents for San Antonio Lima.
1

parta of

tte

city.

213, 215, 217

North Third Stree

--

J
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Notes from Correspondents
LAS VEGAS.

Funeral of MiltonWinn NormalTrackl
Representative! Musical
Festival.
Spoc'al Correspondence.
Las Vegas. June 1. Joe Gerbardt
and George Churchill, deputy sheriffs!
of Guadalupe county, had an exciting
time last Saturday near Juan Palis.
They had arrested Narzino Romero for
horse stealing and while taking him to
jail. Rlcardo Apodaca, a partner of
Romero, swooped down on them with
a six shooter and rescued Romero from
the hands of the law. No one was hurt
except the feelings of the two deputies,
though one of the deputy's horses was
shot from under him to render pursuit
Impossible.

The funeral of MiKon Winn, an Otero
county citizen who died In the Insane
asylum here yesterday, was held this
morning.
He was burled in the Masonic cemetery. The deceased had a
relative hack cast, a Master Mason,
made the funeral arrangements by
wire. Mr. Winn was incarcerated in
the asylum in August, 1899.
The Corpus Christl parade was held
In old town this morning, and there
were several hundred of the faithful in
line.

C. R. Van Houten, the Cimarron
ranchman, returned from Na business
trip to the Duke city today.
A. B. Smith, of the First National
bank here, returned this afternoon
from a several weeks' stay in California.
The following Normal representa-

meet, leu
tives at the
today for Las Cruces, and will try and
bring back the Fcalps of the other contestant:;: Debaters Wynne Glassford
and George Degner. Tennis Emerson
Atkins and Clarence Browne. Track
Team N'orris Ccchran, Manuel Otero,
Thoma3 Tipton, Joe Bowman, Charles
Rhodes and C. Hayes. The representation is a strong one and the boys are
inter-collegiat-

e

confident of success.

Chllders, of Albuquerque, appeared before the court yesterday with a bond
for Eakin for $20,000. signed by eight
parties, who it IS asserted, can qua.-.for f")7,ono. The court approved the
bond and Mr. Eakin was released.
Tlsn't safe to be a day without Dr.
Thomas' Eclcetrlc Oil in the house.
Never can tell what moment an accident is going to happen.
y

SILVER CITY.
Steel Bridge Base Ball Game Arranged The Elks' Entertainment.
Special Correspondence.
Silver City, N. M., May 31. Mrs.
James Harvey, formerly of this city,
and now residing in Clifton, came in
on yesterday's train on a visit to her

relatives.
The steel work for the new bridge
across Broadway on Main street arrived from the east yesterday and the
work of putting It up will be commenced Immediately so as to have it completed before the flood season starts In.
The bridge when completed will be a
substantial steel rtructure that will
withstand the biggest flood that will
come down fsom the mountains on
Main street.
A game of base ball has been arranged between the Santa Rita nine and
the Silver City Maroons to be played
at Athletic park on next Sunday in this
city and as both teams have a very
strong aggregation of players this season it Is expected that the game will be
quite interesting. The Silver City team
was defeated last Sunday by a score of
8 to 7.
An enormous fruit crop is assured In
this section of the territory this year
that will far surpass any crop for
years.
Jo E. Sheridan, territorial coal mine
inspector, came in on yesterday's train
for a few days on business matters.
Ed White has accepted a position as
superintendent of the Gem Turquoise
and Copper company's property in the
Burro mountain district and has moved
his family out to the camp.
Everything points to a grand time in
this city on the Fourth and fifth of
July. The Elks, who have the affair in
charge, are making every effort in
their power to have a grand time prepared for everyone who attends.
Clyde Smith, the popular court house
deputy, is still confined to his bed at
the Sisters' hospital and his friends
have grave doubts as to his recovery.
Owing to the washouts on the Santa
Fe and other roads in the northern
part of the territory and Kansas this
section has been unable to get any
mail or express from the east for four
days. The passenger train from the
north today was reported eight hours
late and brought in the first through
mail and express.
If ycu desire a good complexion use
Moki Tea, a pur neru urink. It acts
on the liver and makes the skin smooth
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c
and 50c. Money refunded if it does not
satisfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker &
Co., Buffalo,' N. Y., for free samples. J
H. O Rielly & Co., and B. H. Briggs &

night of the music festival was a repetition of the success of
the first. The overture from the
"Daughter of the Regiment." by the orchestra, was good. The male chorus
sang "Comrades in Arms." The singing
of Miss Wycoff. Mrs. Whiteman and
Roland Paul was excellent, and the
were uproarous for each. The
artists left yesterday for their homes
in Chicago and Denver and expressed
themselves as very much pleased with
the success of the festival here. Gus-taIlolmquist, the basso, failed to arrive in time to sing at either concert
on account of the washout, but came
in yesterday to see the city and use up
his railroad ticket. The financial end
of the festival was hardly a success,
nnd notwithstanding a subscription
list of some $1,200, the management
will come out a little In the hole.
Governor Otero, wife and son returned yesterday after attending the
music festival and Decoration day exercises.
John Hickcrman. living about five
miles out on the Mora road, brought in
his 6 year oM daughter last niprlxt to
see a physic!an. the child having had
her hand caught in a cream separator Co.
a
and terribly lacerated yesterday evenALGODONES.
ing. The Pfh and tendons were badly
torn, exposing the wrist joint, and it is
possible the hand may have to be am- Special Correspondence.
Algodones, N. M., May 31. Some
putated. The little miss stood the orrain fell here the past week, but it is
deal of having the hand dressed well
clear weather again.
bettor than hrr mother did.
Alfalfa cutting has begun and will be
Sheriff Clcofas Romero took
the Ttieumcari prisoner, to Santa a very heavy yield.
There wil be an immense crop of
Fe yesterday to await lr.s bond, and to
have medical attendance, which he fruit of all kinds this season.
Corn looks well so does wheat, and
needs badly. Fonvillo's wound In the
chest Is troubling him and he had a in fact all crops are in good condition,
high fever yesterday when he boarded with plenty of water for irrigation.
The San Felipe Indians were out
the train.
A landscape gardener has begun with a hunting party last Monday,
work on laying out the normal some on foot and some on horseback.
grounds. A fine red stone wall is being While rounding up some rabbits about
erected around the grounds, and shrub- three miles from here one of ihose on
bery and flowers will be blooming horseback ran onto one of the footmen
amidst a beautiful blue grass lawn named Jose Marques, knocked him
down and when he was picked up they
there by next season.
Our local base ball enthusiasts are found he was dead, his neck being
smiling at the way "our" Charlie broken. The body was placed in a
Rhodes mopped up the diamond with wagon, taken to the pueblo and burled
the Albuquerque Browns Decoration the next day.
Several wagons loaded with wool
day.
The fixtures for the new high school passed through here the other day for
are being installed in the new building Bernalillo.
O. P. Hovey, tiie school teacher, has
at the end of Fourth street. The fixtures are those used in the city hall for gone to Nacimiento. He has been ap
pointed postmaster at Cuba.
the past year.
The remains of Maria Baca, the 2
For over Sixty Years.
year old daughter of Esquibel C. de
Baca, were interred in the cathedral
An old and well tried remedy.
Soothing Syrup has
jard this morning.
Mrs. Winsl-w- 's
E. T. L'.scomb. formerly a bollermak-e- r been used far over sixty years by
tomorat the shops here, will leave
millions of mothers for their children
row for Pueblo, Colo., where Mr.
while teething with perfect success.
has secured a position.
It soothes the child, soften the gums,
John Hays is here from Guadaluplta, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
where he is developing some mining Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
property that looks rosy. Charles A. pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drugSpiess and Judge W. J. Mills are inter- gists in every part of the world.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
ested in the venture with him.
Benigno Romero, sheriff of Guada- Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for
lupe county, and his brother. Seferino, Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
acting as deputy, were here with Jose take no other kind.
M. Gonzales, a sherp thief yesterday
SOCORRO.
on their way to the Santa Fe penitentiary.
It seems that the Santa Fe cheaper District Court Still in Session Other
Local Happenings.
freight rate to Las Vegas, that was to
have been lowered to meet the Rock Special Correspondence.
rate, has failea to materialize,
Socorro. June 1. An effort is being
and II. W. Kelly, one of Las Vegas' made to arrange a ball game between
prominent wholesalers, is now in Chi- the Las Vegas team ami the School of
cago putting the matter before the Mines toam as the Vegas team passes
through here to play at Las Cruces this
Santa Fe officials.
I. H. Rapp returned this afternoon week. Should the gfnie be played the
from the territorial capital, where he result will be given to The Citizen
promptly.
trnnsaeted business.
C. T. Brown, of this city, is devoting
Nate Sbiverick, familiarly known as
"Billy." will leave the first part of the much of his time nowadays to pushing
week for hU Omaha home. Billy has his mining interest in the Black range.
Manzan-aMr. Brown is very euthuslastic over
be n an emploveIs of Browne.
well liked here. He the future of that camp.
Co.. and
s
Mrs. Samuel Locke, wife of the catcam,' here for his health.
K. L. Medler. secretary for W. IJ. tle inspector for this county, died here
on the 27th instant alter a long illThe
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Foot-Eas- e.

A powder to be shaken into the shoe.
hoc
Your ft et feel swollen, nervous and
smart-in!- ?
ar.d get tired easily. If yon have
feet or tight shoos, try Allen's
Fort Ease. It cools the ieet and makes
walking easv. Cures swollen, sweat
ing feet, ingrowing toe nails, blisters
and callous spots. Relieves corns an.',
bunions of all pains and gives rest and
comfort. Try it today. Sold by all
druggists and shoe stores for 25c.

Don't accept any substitute. Trial,
package free. Address Allen M.
Olm-tead-

Le Roy. X. Y.

n

HairFalling?
Don't tell your friends of
it. They would think it so
strange. You see, they know
Ayer's Hair Vigor checks
falling of the hair, restores
color to gray hair, and makes
the hair grow. Then why
don't you use it?
'A

NHMM

!

$74 Through

!

Yellowstone Park
Denver evening, June 30.

Leaves

Park morning, June 2.
railroad fare from Danver to the
park and back, stage transportation through the park and
five and
days' beard at the park hotels.
Write for folder.
Arrive Yellowstone

few years ago my

hair got very
could pull it right out by tha
handful. After using a few bottles of
Ayer's Hair Vigor I got relief. My
hair stopped falling and I received a
new head of hair.'
Mrs. G. Harrer,
Milwaukee, Vis.
SI M. All irn:jlti.
J. C AYER CO., Lnrell, Mts.
dry and

Rato of $74 includes

I
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More Harmful

yet.
Memorial

Ticket Office 103917th

day exercises was more
generally attended this year than for
many years. The organization of a
bright active company of the National
guard here by the veteran hustler,
Captain Matthews, who took active
part, assisted by the ladies and
girls of the city, brought out a large
attendance and the exercises at the
If your food is unci ipested. you are uncemetery were very pretty.
derfed, no matter how much you cat.
.
...v.. , n UIUU I 3, l ilMi VALIUM
via
Virulent Cancer Cured.
i
of the underfeeding, crippled for the
Startling proof of a wonderful ad- oatue oi lire, un the other liana,
vance In medicine is given by druggist there Is such a thing as overeating.
O. W. Roberts, ot Elizabeth, W. Va. An The harm done by Indigestion caused
old man there .had long suffered with by overloaded stomachs exceeds that
what godd doctors pronounced incura from the increased heart beats caused
They believed his case by the use of alcohol or whiskey.
ble cancer.
hopeless till he used Electric Bitters
Eat as much good food as you need
and applied Bucklen s Arnica Salve, but don't overload the stomach.
If
which treatment completely cured him. your stomach Is weak it may refuse to
When Electric Bitters are used to ex- dlsest what yon cat. Then vou ought
pel bilious, kidney and microbe poisons to use a good digestant like Kodol Dys
at the same time this salve exerts its pepsia uure, which digests what you
matchless healing power, blood
eat without the stomach's aid. This
skin eruptions, ulcers and sores rest and the wholesome tonics convanish. Bitters 50c, Salve 25c at all tained in Kodol Dyspepsia Cure soon

Than Alcohol

Overeating Worst Form
of Intemperance.

dis-ease- s,

druggists.

restore health. You don't have to diet.
Don't eat too much. That's harmful.
LETTER LIST.
But eat enough and of sufficient variety. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
Following is the list of letters re- it. It quickly relieves the sensation
maining uncalled for In the postofflce of fulness and bloating from which
at Albuqr;rque. New Mexico, for the some people suffer after meals. It
week ending May 31. 1902:
vents belching ana absolutely cures
ndigestion and other stomach troubLadies' List.
les. Equally good for children,
Cooper. Grace
Mrs Ada
James, MaryTllle, ().,ey: "I
en
Martinez, Juanlta ? Icmui'l
from dypcpsla for thirty yearn but
Caldwell, Miss J B Mora. Leonarda
of Koilnl DyspopslaCure completefew
bottles
"
I licnrtily rrcommeod It to
eurl mound
Phillips, Mrs E A ly
Denis. Julie
from
disease."
all
Hel-Leek-

uf-fer-ed

Deardorph, Angle Tyden, Anna
Fulton. Mrs David Sei na, Marianita
B do
Gonsalez, Eloiza
Outlerez.Elberla P Sanchez, Feliciana
Kluge, Mrs L H
Garcia de
Thompson. Pearl
Keith. Mrs J
Lopez, Mrs Jose- - White. Hattie
Wilson, Mrs D H
ph'ta
Men's List.
Matherly. Horace K
Barela, Placldo
McCrea. Henry
Bruno, Pascual
Owens, W T
Brnett. F
Papen, B
Clark, Jas H
Pagean, Joe
Casias, Monico
Russell, Wni
Chavez, Juau de
v
Sing. Jim
Dios
Sanchez, Cuchlto
Crawford, L M
Gibson, John WarcSabedra, Jose L
Stillman, Edwin B
Halloran. Jas
Smith, Pug
Henry, Mack B
Smith, Leroy M
Hvder, Cal
Tiri. Vay
Jones. W E
Thompson, Frank
Kee, Hing

sufferers

this

Kodol Dyspepsia

G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.

T
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Mill

Hill
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THE CLUB WOMEN
FROM GEORGIA
SOUTH CAROLINA, KANSAS,
OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRITORIES, DESIRE TO EXPRESS THEIR
APPRECIATION OF THE THOUGHTFUL
AND COURTESY SHOWN THEM, ALL
THE EMPLOYES OF THE SANTA FE FROM THE
CONDUCTOR TO THE PORTER HAVE VIE J WITH EACH
IN
OTHER
ANTICIPATING ALL THEIR NEEDS, AND IN
RESPONDING TO THEIR WISHES.

N

REBECCA DOUGLAS LOWE, President Gen'l Fed. Women) Clubs.
CmROLINE D1. G. GRANGER, President Georgia Federation.
LORA ROCKWc'.LL PRIDDY, Director G. F. W. C.
LOUISA B. POPPENHEIM, President South Carolina Federation.
MRS. SELWYN DOUGLAS, President Okla. and Ind. Ter. Federation.

rocoocaoocecoo
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

Cure

Cures all Stomach Troubles.

Wool

Prepared onl y by K. V. r.W itt & t k., Chleifto.
The $1. bottle contains 2 times the KV.. size.
1

Beam s UiHc EARLY RISERS
The famous little pills for constipation.
J. H. O'ltielly & Co. and B. II. Brlgga
&

St2

Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OP

Co.

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

HomeEtead Entry No. 679C
First-clas- s
work done and satisfaction guaranteed!
Notice for Publication.
5
Please write us for prices.
Department of the interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May 1, 1902.
e
oo
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler aas filed notice
of his intention to make final proof ia
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquerque, N. M.. on June 10, 1902, viz; Juan
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Venture sc Co.,
Mattler, Joseph
for the
NEU. W'i SE'i
Penavidez.Gregorlo Alderete.
Marine, Chas
see. 34, T. 9 N., It. 6 E.
Meyers, Wm
Wood, Fred (2)
He names the folowing witnesses to Iron nnd B asn Castings; 0:e, Coal and Lumber Cars; (shaftings. Pulleys,
Moody, J R
Wilkinson, L T 12) prove his continuous residence
upon
Grade bars, Babbit Metal; Columns ana Irou Fronts for Buildings;
D
D
Moya, Rufina M
Wood.
and cultivation of said land, viz:
A
B
M
Woodman,
Moran,
J
Repairs on Mining &ud Mill Machinery a Specialty.
Ourule, Calletano AlderCalletano
Persons calling for the above named ete, Manuel E de Aeuna, of Escobosa,
p.rnrc RAILROAD
foundry
alftjquerque. N. 12.
letters will please say "Advertised," N. M., and Jose D. Qulntana, of Albuand give trie date of publication.
querque, N. M.
R. W. HOPKINS Postmaster.
OOOOUOOOOOCOOOODCOOOOC
MANUEL R. OTEItC. Register.
Happy Time in Old Town.
Homestead Entry No. 7004.
"We felt very nappy,' writes U. N.
Notice for Publication.
Hcviil. Old Town. Va.. "when Bueklen's
Department of the Interior Land
Arnica Salve wholly cured our daugh- Olllee
ter of a bad case of scald head." It de- 1902. at Santa Fe, N. M., April 28,
lights all who use it for cuts, corns,
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
F 25,000 acres of Forest Reserve Land in
FflR 9AI
burns, bruises, boils, ulcers, eruptions. lowing
OHLt,
iieu 0f which any surveyed public lands
named settler has filed notice
Infallible for piles. Only 25c at all
of his Intention to make final proof In
druggists.
in Southern California, Arizona or New Mexico may be
support of his claim, and that said
Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain proof will ba made before the United
selected. Will sell as a whole a very low price.
States commissioner at East View, N.
Railway.
Effective June 2nd first class passen- M.. on June 7, 1902, viz: Juan Chaves
45 Montgomery Street,
ger train will leave Alamogordo at S y Gavaldon, for the SW',4, sec. 24, T. 6
San Francisco, California.
UU.1
a. m.. arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50 N., R. 5 E.
He names the following witnesses
a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloudcroft at 5:30 p. m.. arriving at Alamo- to prove his continuous residence up- OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCX
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
gordo at 8 p. m.
Jose Manuel Montoya, of Chilili, N.
Passengers for these trains can take
breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 ocKck M., and Isldoro Perea. Carplo Apodaca
205 West Gold avenue,
and Juan Jose Montoya, all of Torreon,
dinner at Cloudcroft.
Next to First National Bank.
N. M.
A. N. BROWN,
MANUEL R. OTERO
G. P. A., E. P. R. I. Route.
New & Second Hand Furniture

ooc

oo060ooo

09000

90ooyc aoto

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

track,

FOREST RESERVE LANDS

at

HVHF
FA III

L. H. SHOEMAKER,

Register.
Stoves and Household Goods.
Knights of Pythias.
Re airing a Specialty.
Mineral Lodge, No. 4, W. L.
TRIMBLE & CO.
Knights of Pythias All
Furniture stored and packed for
members are requested to Second street, between Railroad and shipment.
Highest prices paid for
present
Castle
at their
le
Copper avenue
second-hanhousehold goods.
Hall on GoU avenue at 8
o'clock tonight.. Visitors Horses and Mules bought and exchang- TITLE TO GOVERNMENT
LAND
ed.
Livery, Sale, Feed and
welcomed.
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
Transfer Stables
W. F. SWITZER, C. C.
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
D. E. PHILLIPS, K. of R. & S.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
ADFOR FILL PARTICULARS
DRESS
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Investments in Demlng lots wili
Albuquerque, N. M.
doubl? and treble In one year.
JOHN 3. ACKERMAN,
INWELL
TIME
BE
IT WILL
Land Attorney, 606 Montgomery St.,
ADVEROUR
TO
READ
VESTED
San Francisco, C?l.

The Union
Market
207

West Gold Avenue.
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ROSEN WALD BROS.
TISEMENT
o
u(TARANTEEI) tULK GLOVES, 50
CENTS PER PAIR. ROSEN WALD
BROS.
Mrs. Alters, now located In her new
home, Is prepared to fill all orders for
Home ..lade bread, cakes and pies.
Boston orown bread and baked beans

delivered every Saturday morning.
Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone

E. G.

Garcia & Co

THOUSANDS SAVED BY

Dealers in

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.
1302

1882

F. G.
So'c- -

Pratt &

DR. KING S NEW D.3GGVERY
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all THROAT

WRITE FOR PRICES

113

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
neirS.
A wedding among Socorro's young
The Highland meat l.inrket sells
soe'ety folk is promised in the near meat that you ran eat. Cull and be
future, "but we promised not to tell," convinced.
but your correspondent fears the news
If you want the Highland meat marwill not reach the Journal Democrat
ket, ring up 13o Automatic or 5 Bell
as promptly as on other occasions.
There is a large number of cattle-me- 'phone.
o
from the west part of the county
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
in attendance at the term of court,
looking after the interest of the cattle
In irfexican drawn work we are
association against cattle thieves of showing a big assortment.
Albert
which they complain greatly.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
The fmile on the faces of the sheepREAD OUR ADVERTISEMENT.-ROSENWALmen of the county who are in attendBROS.
ance at court would indicate that the
-

Use Allen's

lambing season Just closing has been
successful.
The fight for the position of postmaster of Socorro goes on. However it is
hoped now that the contest has narrowed down to two contestants, Samuel
Meek and Dr. Ketrell, a dentist here.
It Is hoped that the president may
fyid time to relieve a suffering public.
Politics are warming up in this county. We hear rumblings of fusion tickets. We hear how the democrats are
going to swamp the county this fall,
but we notice the old war horses of the
republican party have lost none of
their courage, and are quietly preparing for the battle.
The district court. Judge McMillan
presiding, still grinds. Not much progress, however, towards clearing, the
docket of long standing cases has been
made. The trial of Manuel Romero,
charged with the murder of Andres
Chaves at Frisco, this county, which
was tried one year ago and resulted in
disagreement of the Jury and has taken
up the best part of the past week, went
to the jury last night, and at this writing the Jury Is still out. which Indica''s
the same result as last year. This case
has cost thousands and the end is not

7

Co.

agents for casino and 0:a brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries

TKCuSLES.

AND LUltG

This wonderful nodicino positively
cures CoiiJumpticn,Cou:-liB- , Col.ls,.
Iironchitid, JVsthnin,
Hay Ftwr, llf.irisy, LiiOrippe.
Iloarwncss.SoreTLroataBdWhoop.
ing Cough. Hvry bet tk- guaranteed
,

-

NO CURS. WC PAY.
fciCE 50c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

The ICEBERG

Hh

GOETTING & CO., Proorletors.

All klnfla of

Frtsh Meats handled.

Sausage making a BDecialty.

JACOB SILVA & CO.,
Dealers

In

SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
THIS 11KST UUILDING STONE IN
.NEW MEXICO. USED IN ALL THE
BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.

YARDS

ON

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
South Second street.
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
STEVE LALLINC, Prop.
earth
A. E.
Free delivery.
Orders solicited.
We handle the finest line of Liquor
FIRE INSURANCE
delivered
Your parcels and baggage
and Cigars. All patrons and frier, v
any
part
of
by tne Parrel Delivery to
Secretary Mutual Building association
the city. Office 206 Weft Gold avenue. cordially invited to visit tLe Iceberg.
Office tt J. . ualdndge's Lknber . '$
Couth c.3Coud street
Automatic phone No. 202.
214

WALKER

109-11-

1
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,

V
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SWELL OXFORDS
COOL AND COMFORTABLE WITH EITHER FLEXIBLE TURN
OR WELT EXTENSION SOLES AND LOW OR HIGH HEELS.
GRAY CANVAS
$1.15
BLACK DONGOLA
$1.50
BLACK VICI KID
$2.25
BLACK FRENCH KID
$2.75
BLACK PATENT KID
$3.50
BLACK PTENT LEATHER
$3.50

YOUR WEEKLY ORDER

Mlany

Women

COPYR OH T

The Mariano Oil company have

Low cut shoes are popular for summer wear. We have them In all the
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles.
Ladies' black kid sandals, new line,

to $1.75.
Ladles' black 'vlcl, Louis and opera
heels, $1.60 to $3.00.
Misses' spring heel oxfords and sandals, 2 to 6, $1.50 to $1.75.
Full line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to
$1.25

$4.00.

T. MUENSTERMAN.
CITY NEWS.
Demlng,

the gateway to the best
Mexico.

Window

shades In all colors and
widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.

Remember It pays to buy our Blue
Ribbon shoes because they are made
from best material and workmanship
and are built for service. C. May's
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
Railroad avenue.
WhttBon Music company can sell you
pianos that have been sold In the territory for twenty years. People know
the quality of their goods. They are
the genuine articles. No Imitation.
Payments only $10 per month.
In Demlng the demand for rental
houses ia five times In excess of the
supply.
READ
OUR ADVERTISEMENT
FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSENWALD BROS.

Fresh Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
In Demlng another good hotel Is
needed to accommodate the enormous
increase of population.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.
Have. you children? Hear In mind In
buying shoes for either loyB or girls
never to buy a cheap, shoddy. shoe that
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
rips and tears atter a few days' wear. yard are very scarc6. Leon B. Stern.

ONE WEEK MORE

Of our special bonus eale, our twentieth anniversary in the city.

Cos-grov- e

GUT THIS OUT
IT WILL PAY YOU

two-ste-

p

De-vin-

PER CENT
the price of any Cash Purchase at our store during the month
of May. Everltt. the Diamond Palace, Railroad Av. Diamonds 15 per ct.
One-fift-

h

Our goods are marked in plain figures and are as low as same can be purpurchase price of
chased anywhere. Cut out coupon. It will pay
any article in our store. Think over this. You select a watch, a diamond, a
teaspoon, anything, and this coupon will pay
of the price.
one-fift- h

one-fift-

FVFRITT

23
o

"If you

thit

.

h

THE DIAMOND PALACE
Leading Jewelers, Railroad Avenue.

want to kiwir what smartly dresned men wear
ueason, auk to ee Stein Jlloch Clothe."

'Summer
Underwear
We quote a few of the many
styles of lightweight underwear
which we now have for men:
A Dice white Balbriggan suit
of underwear, only $1.00.
A fine French Ralbrlegan suit
of underwear, only $1.50.
Fncy Balbrlggan (very swell)
suit of underwear, only $2.!0.
A fine fancy Lisle Thread suit
of underwear, only $3.50.
A fine Lisle thread (black) suit
of underwear, only $2.50.
f

The Famous Shoe For Women.
Thousands of distressed and aching feet have found rest and comfort in "Queen Quality'
Shoes. They're modeled on scientific lines so that while being "as easy as an old
shoe" they fit without a wrinkle and pleases the eye with their pretty curves.

This boot is called the

f

i

UNION SUITS, $1.25 to $2.50.

boys' .rex

walkover

calf

shoes,$1.50
shoes for men

ONLY $3.50.

E. L. WASHBURN.

5
V

The entire upper is of the famous Kibo Kid.
lets are "fast colors' never turn brassy.
are very flexible.

TRADE MARK
IS BRANDED
ON EVERY

SHOE.

Dull Top
Light Sole,
High Military Heel.
Exact Reproduction of this Style Shoe.

Misses' and Children's Good Shoes, a full line.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
OOOCXXXXOOCXXXXXXXXXXXICOOO

New 'Phone COOOOOCOOOOCODOCXX

Old 'Phone

,

59.

152

J. W. Edwards

Price

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.

Reductions

!

Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also Sell Monuments
Office and

in N. Second

parlor

Telephone Service
8
g

Being overstocked on Clothing we have
marked down prioes on a great many of

g 8
O 8
8 8

YOU WANT?
QUICK AND RELIABLE!

g THE COLORADO TELEPHONE 8 g
Q 8
g
zND TELEGRAPH CO.

our Men's and Boys' Suits in order to

se

Stimulate Business
FOR $10.00 we are selling good business suits well worth $12.00 to

MONEY TO LOAN

$13.50.

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. H. iNfW,
209 South Second street, few doors
north of pestofflce.
GENTLEMENI

Our selection of over two thousand
spring samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestlngs, overcoats
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
your inspection. Our tailoring knd
styles are unexcelled and the prices
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
215 South Second street.

SONS

o

Furniture

FOR $12.00 we are selling nobby spring suits, usuaally sold at $15.00.
FOR $14.00 we are selling some excellent worsted suits, worth $16.50.
FOR $15.00 we are selling dress suits, usually quoted

$18.00.

FOR $4.00, former $5.00 trousers are marked down to $4.00.
FOR $3.00 we are selling boys' suits,
FOR $5.00 we are selling

3

,

to 14 years size, worth $4.00.

suits marked

$6.50.

WE HAVE NO OLD STOCK TO UNLOAD AND THESE PRICES
APPLY TO THIS SEASON'S GOODS ONLY.

SIMON STFRNThe

R. R. Ave.

Clothier

OOOOOOOCXXXXXXXJOCOOO

Company

Whitney

WHOLESALEHARDWARE
WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
PLUMBERS
A

at

FOR $3.00, former $4.00 trousers are marked down to $3.00.

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
AND TINNERS.

NEW CAR OF THE LATEST

FURNITURE,

BOTH STAPLE

South First street.
'Phones: Aut.

GOODS.

&OCOOOCOOOOOOCOOOOC)OOOCOC

Cocoanuts

Native cherries
New cabbage
Cucumbers
Our stock is always strictly fretdi.
We invite an Inspection. No trouble to
show goods. Give us a trial.
THE JAFFA GROCKUY CO.
In Demlng you ran ouy lots for $100
will pay you 100 per cent in less
than twelve months.
o
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.

Soles

standard
Queen Quality does for women. We have
merit
the whole line, and we stand behing every pair of them. A new p2ir if any shoe
goes wroug. On sale at our store exclusively.

&

Apricots

SEE
THAT THIS

MEN.
SELTZ
SHOES FOR
of
Means the same
as

0.W.STR0NG

Pineapples

j

I

Eye-

The Low Cuts are $2. SO
At this store exclusively.

000000OtK0C00n

Fruits and Vegetables.
Fie. h today:
Strawberries
Hlackberries
Currants

u

The
Society Girl.

&3.00

Read It in His Newspaper.
George Scliaul). a well known German citizen of New Lebanon. Ohio, is
a constant reader of the Dayton Yolks-zeitunHe knows that his liaiier aims
to advertise only the hest in Its col.
unins, and when he saw Chamberlain's
Doming has now a large Ice plant
I'ain Halm advertised therein for lama and electric light system under conback, he did not hesitate in buying a tract.
bottle of it for his wife, who for eight
weeks had suffered with the most terrible iains in her back and could get
no relief. He says: "After using the
Pain Halm for a few days my wife said
to me, i feel as though born anew,' and
before using the entire contents of the
bottle the unbearable pains had entirely vanished and site could again
take up her household duties." He Is
very thankful and hopes t hat all suffering likewise will hear of her wonThis valuable liniderful recovery.
ment is for sale by all druggists.
Closing Out Sale.
Heginning with Wednesday, May 28,
I will sell my stock of millinery at cost.
A fine line of elegantly trimmed hats,
fine bare straw hats and a lovely assortment of trimmings. Everything
will go for exactly what it cost. I am
going to quit business.
MISo M. C. FI.KMING.
216 South Second street.

r

Moo

Patent

"(&uttc Smart"

re-

cently added to their holdings several
sections of land southwest of Gallup
adjoining the Manuelito company. In
addition the Mariano company have
twelve thousand acres northeast of
Gallup, which is among the most promising of the McKinley county oil fields.
Miss Ella E. Smith, of Rochester, N.
Y arrived in the city Saturday night
and is visiting with the family of W.
W. Strong.
She will leave Thursday
night for the coast, accompanied by
Mrs. W. W. Strong, Miss Lula Strong
and Miss Flora Vann. The party will
Btop a few days and enjoy the beauties
of "The Grand Canyon of the Colorado." The Albuquerque members of
the party expect to be absent. from the
u,
f
city about a month.
Governor M. A. Otero was here yesterday and spent the day at the Alvarado and returned to Santa Fe last
night.
This evening he will pass
through here on his way to Las Cruces
to attend the commencement exercises
at the Agricultural and Mechanical college. Major W. H. H. Llewellyn and
Hon. Solomon Luna, who were also in
the city, accompanied the former back
to Santa Fe, and the former will come
south with the governor tonight.
A large crowd was In attendance
at Mrs. Rose Berry's prize dance at
Orchestrion hall on Saturday night.
The lady's prize, a carved leather
purse, was won by Miss Jones, and tue
gentleman's prize, a Waterman fountain pen, was secured by Mr. James
Cosgrove. There were three couples
contesting and the points were so well
averaged that the judges decided the
contest a draw, and awarded the prizes
by a drawing, Miss Jones and Mr.
The
being the lucky couple.
other contestants were Mr. and Mrs.
W. Peck and Mr. and Mrs. V. Thomas.
at tho
Don't forget the prize
Orchestrion hall next Saturday night.
Music by Mis. Berry and Professor

'

"Queen Quality

CO.

Oxfords and Slippers

Vrt of Old

Are made nervous and irritable by the pinching and cramping of ill fitting shoes. Such women should lose no time in
becoming acquainted with"

for household needs in groceries, if
placed in the hands of us will be filled
promptly, efficiently and of the, finest
grade goods. We handle nothing but
what we know is reliable, fresh pure
and wholesome, whether of necessities Grand Canyon of Arizona. The young
lady will remain here a few days beor luxuries.
fore continuing her trip home ward.
James Gilkerson, formerly cashier of
the local Harvey housC, but lately manager of the Harvey house at Lamy,
&
and wife, are stopping at the Alvarado.
Nob. IIS and 120 South Second St
After spending a few days in the city
they will go to Rincon, where Mr. Gilkerson will act as manager of the new
Harvey house at that place.

J. L. BELL

1002
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The Elks of Santa Fe and also those
of Silver City think of challenging
the Albuquerque Elks to play bae ball
on July 4. The local lodge should accept both challenges.
Mrs. D. B. Auld has departed for
Auld. Cal.. where she will spend the
summer months visiting relatives ail
friends. The town of Auld Is a small
resort In the San Jacinto mountains.
Miss Edith Niles, who served
years as one of the public school teachers, accompanied by her mother, has
gone to Chicago, where the young lady
hopes to become a teacher of that city
the coming fall.
11. H. Tilton, one of the well known
members of the Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine, informs The Citizen that Albuquerque will be well represented In
San Francisco this week where the
Imperlar Shrine will meet.
N. H. Darton and J. M. Wood arrived
In the city yesterday morning in private car No. 19, coming from the north.
They spent the day here and went west
last night. They are engaged In the
United States geological survey.
Mrs. Alba Isherwood and daughter.
Miss Esther Butler, left on the delayed
passenger train yesterday morning for
El Paso, where Mr. Isherwood is at
present employed. The Pass City will
probably be their home in the future.
S. M. Ashenfelter, attorney of Silver
City, came In from the south yesterday
and met here bis wife and daughter,
the latter having graduated at Stanford university, Palo Alto, Cal., last
week. They continued south to Silver
city last night.
Next Sunday the Woodmen of the
World lodge will observe its annual
decoration day, and flowers will be
laid on the graves of local members
who have died here since the organization in this city of the Woodmen of
the World lodge.
H. E. Fox and family have again as
their guest the former's niece, Miss
Florence Fox, of Atchison, Kas., who
has returned from her visit to the

to

.
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AND

NOVELTY

EVERY

KIND

PRICE.

CALL AND

201-21- 1

N.

AND

EVERY
SEE

IT.

Third St.

ooooooooooooo

Albuquerque, N.
248; Bell, 85.

In Demlng good sale loans can tx
had at better rates than in the old es
tabllshed towns.
o
STOVE REPAIRS.

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

BALLING BROU., Proprietors.

.

& Co.,
117 Gold Ave.

Borradalle

Ruppe's drus store open all night
every night
.

Wedding :Oake :a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee
baking.'
8. First street, Albuquerque, N.
flrs-claa-

207
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